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Waterville
VOLUME LIX

WATERVILLE, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1905.

MR. BOWMAN
ELECTED.
Adam Seaney of Newport was in
Thomas Donnelly of Dexter was
the Tillage Saturday oalling npon his visiting Mrs. Patrick O'Riley and
family Snndfty,
father and family.

Is Hade Superintendent of Schools by
Board of Edncation,

the High School, was bom in Jefferson
and is 81 years of age. He is a grad
uate of Coburn Institute and Colby
College, taking high rank and honors
in both schools. Since his graduation
heJias served as princiapl of the Lis
bon High School and Freedom Acad
emy, being very sndcessfnl in both
positions.
Mr. Partridge, the new sub-master,
was born in Fort Fairfield and is 26
years of age. He is a graduate of the
Fort Fairfield High School and Oolby,
and also took a special course in the
olassios in the Waterville High. Since
his graduation from Oolby he has
been the successful principal of the
Allied High School, which position
he leaves to assume his new position
here.
The school board at this meeting
voted to fix the salary of the princi
pal at (1800 and that of the assistant
at (800 a year. ''
_________________

NUMBER 4

%

ANOTHER GAME.
Colby Won From Bates Monday in
Well Played Game.

HAS NEW PRINCIPAL.
Clarence N. Flood, Colby ’05, Elected
Principal Winslow High School to
Succeed Guy W. Ghipman—Miss Ida
P. Keene, Colby '05, to bo First As
sistant

The school committee of Winslow at
a meeting held Saturday afternoon,
Jane 3, eleoted Mr.'Clarence N. Flood
of Sontb Paris, Me., Colby ’06, pria>
The M. E. society irf'|60 richer to
Mre. Nora MoQnlllan and daughters
oipal of the Winslow High School for
were visiting friends Monday after night than they were a week ago,
the
coming year to sncoeod Principal
I
owing
to
the
Oolby
Qlee
olnb
ooncert.
noon in Watervill^
^_
Each Team Scored Only in One Inning Qny W. Chipman who was recently
—Coombs Struck Out 12 Men—One eleoted professor of solenoe at Oobnm
To Mr. and i^fs. Wallace Bragdon a Miss Katie Bragg it is said has ap
Institute.
pendicitis.
She
has
been
two
weeks
More Game.
son was holm Friday. Mother and
Pria. Sprague and Sub Master WashMr. Flood was born in Oxford, Ma,
confined to the house, most of the bum Succeeded by A. E. Linscott and
child are doing well.
in 1880. He attended the publio
time in bed.
J. A. Partridge—Other Teachers Re
schools of his native town entering
Mrs. Ella Ashby went to Lewiston
Oolby defeated Bates Monday after
tfie Oxford High School in the fall of
elected.
W.
W.
Kuowlton,
the
village
bar
Saturday afternoon to call npon her
noon on Alumni Field by a score of 8
1895 whioh he attended two years,
ber,
was
absent
from
bis
place
of
hnsband who works there.
to 2. There was some loose playing
leaving it to enter Hebron Academy
business the greater part of last week
by both teams but that was offest by
in the fall of 1897, from' whioh school
Everett Priest, an attendant at the by sicknesa
The annual meeting of the School
some' remarkably good baseball. In
he graduated in 1899. While in Hebron
Angnsta Insane Asylum, was visiting
Board of the oi.ty was held Monday
the first inning Coombs pitched but
he took partVn all the literary exer
The summer time-table on the nar evening and many important changes
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETINO.
relatives in town Saturday.
three balls to the Bates men. The cises and el^ibitious, rooeiving the
row gauge went into effect Monday, were made in the election of teachers
first one Wright hit to Starkey in
June
5th,
so
look
out
and
not
get
left
George Oldham and daughter Alice,
and superintendent of schools. Mr. Waterville Woman’s Association Eleote right field who dropped it. The second first and seooud prizes respectively in
the speaking ooutost and 'debate. In
went to Winslow on the Monday as the walk to Waterville is five miles. Dennis E. Bowman, Esq., was elected
ball pitched Doe knocked foul and
Officers and Hears Annual Reports.
the fall of 1900 he entered Oolby Ool
evening train to visit his daughter,
superintendent of schools to succeed
The annual business meeting of the was caught oukiiy Willey. The third lege. After one year in oollege he
Mrs. Leonard McOoy at whose home Elwood T. Wyman, who has held the
Mrs. MoOraoken.
ball Kendall cracked down to Tilton,
staid oat for a year to teach, w|iioh
our two granddaughers were stopping ofilce for the past six years; Arad E. Waterville Woman’s Association was
wits' passed it to Pngsley, forcing he did most snooessfally in schools in
held
at
their
rooms
Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Hussey of Pleas brought them to our house last Linscott of Freedom Academy, princi
The yearly report of the treasurer Wright. Pug lined it over to Willey' Sedgwick and Flebron. He then re
ant View farm, three miles south of Wednesday noon. She took care of pal of the High School in place of B.
for a fast double play and Bates took turned to oollege and will graduate
this village, are rejoicing in the ad them during our absence in Massachu W. Sprague; and John A. Partridge showed the following figures:
the field. In the fourth Tribou made
Cash
on
hand
June
0,
1904
(232.11
this year with the class of 1906.
vent (4 twin daughters, born Satur setts.
of Waterville, now principal of the Beo’d during the year for
a splendid return of the ball from
Daring his oollege coarse he has
day morning.
Alfred High School, to succeed membership dues
187.60 deep left field catching Austin at the shown good ability as a stndont giv
Dr. T. E. Hardy and wife who have
Wendall C. Washburn as sub-master From birthday party
208.08 home plate for an out, and in the
ing sjieoial attention to the sciences,
77.74
The Oolby Glee and Mandolin- been ill for several days , are much of the High School. The remaining Other cash gifts
99.18 ninth Craig closed the game by a fine in whioh subjects hd has shown
Guitar clubs gave an exhibition of improved. Mrs. Hardy is up and list of teachers were reelected. The Sales and all other sourcek
running catch of a foul from French’s
marked interest and talent. He has
their talent before a crowded house around the house, while the doctor at new list with the changes is now as
bat. Dwyer stole second twice, on
(607.60
Total
also taken part in several of the liter
Saturday evening. Their jokes were this writing, Monday noon, is still follows:
Paid out:
»
long slides, Craig stole second in the
(200.00 third and in the same inning Coombs ary contests and exhibitions with
stale and dry, but they pleased the confined to bed with erysipelas.
Dennis E. Bowman, superintendent. Bent
Secretary’s
salary
860.00
mnoh orodit to himself. Mr. Flood
boys.
110.78 made Colby’s third and last run on a has daring his oonrso at Colby been
We regret to say that the health of High School, Arad E. Linscott, All other expenses
John A. Partridge, Florence L.
long slide home, on a close decision.
oollege oorrespoud^t for The Even
The peek-a-boo waist ladies who J. O. Mullen, since he received the Drummond, Frances H. Morrill, Oaro
Total
(870.78
Coombs struck out 12 men and was
Balance June 6, 1905
(128.88 very strong at oritioal periods. At ing Mail besides doing some oouasiouai
passed through here from Waterville second paralytic shock, is on the L. Hoxie, Bessie E. Smith.
Sunday noon, we noticed wore winter wane. Mrs. Tarbox, his sister, still
Myrtle Street, Delia A. O’Donnell Tbe librarian’s report for the year least two of the hits off him were of local reporting, all of which work he
has done most satisfactorily. Mr.
garments on their return. Such is remains with him and possibly may principal, Harriette B. Glidden, Mat- showed:
the very soratohiest order.
Flood is a thorongh student and oon(20.37
the ficklelessness of Maine weather. stay till such time as a change for the tie P. Clark, Flora B. Bobbins, Har Cash on hand June 6, 1904
For Bates, Johnson pitched good
receipts from subscrip
soientions worker in all that he un
Ton think yon have her when you better or worse overtakes him.
riet W. Buck, Annette G. Peasley, Total
tions and other sources
131.36 ball, for the most part, but gave four dertakes and with his experience in
haven’t.
bases on balls, none of whioh, how
Charles Goodrich placed 120 eggs in Fanny P. Angle, Bertha E. Butter Paid out for books, periodi
cals and other expenses
112.96 ever, affected the score. Rogers’ fine teaoliing will certainly make a snoan inonbator, 80 of them he Knew to field, Cora 0. Dow, Maude E. Stevens.
oessfnl principal for the Winslow
Balance June 6, 1906
(38.77
James Gnilfoyle of Lawrence,
be of prime stock, 40 of them he had Brook Street, Nellie M. Lovering,
Number of books let out during the catch in the fourth spoiled a good hit school. He has dnring his oollege '
Mass., who left here the week prev
principal,
Alice
M.
Angle,
Ethel
L.
for Pngsley.
year 4288
some doubts about.as to their quality.
oourse been active in oharch and other
ious to Christmas, returned two
Eiest.
Bates made her two runs in the sec religions work and will bring to his
Tbe following officers were eleoted:
Marking
the
doubtful
ones
he
discov
weeks ago and accepted the position
North Grammar, Edith G. Chaney, President, Mrs. Clara E. Bessey; vice ond inning.
Austin struck out.
as fixer in the card room. Ill, health ered they were barren. So out of the principal, Katherine M. Kidder, Alice president, Mrs. Jennie D. Black; sec Wilder made a doable just out of position sterling olmraoter and a
caused him to leave home and^friends whole lot 80 chicks came forth.
Brown, Florence M. Tolman, Barzie retary, Miss Frances F.? Dunbar; Tribou’s reach in left field, followed strong Christian infineuoe, as well as
effioienoy as a teaoher.
and return to Maine where the dry air
Memorial Day Mr. John Dean drove E. Nowell, Cora B. Lincoln, Emma assistant secretary. Miss Arra M. by another doable by French just over
At the. same meeting the oommittee
from our hills benefits him.
Demnth,
A.
Gertrude
Webber,
EdPike; treasurer. Miss Florence Plais- first base, Wilder scoring. The ball eleoted Miss Ida P. Keene of Waterto China Lake. Accompanying him
was returned to. Pngsley who threw
were Mr. Samuel Driver of the Davis wina I. Atkins, Florence Merrill, ted; librarian, Miss L. E. MoLain.
vilie, also Colby ’06, first assistant
The rain of Friday evening un Furber concern of Andover, Mass., Annie Taylor.
Tbe business then tdrned to the to Craig to oatoh French. The ball principal, and Miss Ella M. Freeman
Western Avenue, Maude F. Getchell matted of forming an incorporated went wide, allowing the runner to
doubtedly prevented many from at who is putting in the new cards and
tending the Peary lecture, neverthe Mr. Willliam Baxter of the same firm principal, Emily F. Fales, Eva Cool- organization, whiob was duly carried score. This was the only error in the of Winslow ^oond assistant. Miss
Keene .is a graduate of tbe Waterville
less, some SO attended. We don’t who is putting up the new jacks. broth.
out, by-laws proposed and accepted game to afleot the score. Coombs High Sohool in the class of 1901 and
South Gramnaar, Leora P. Holland, and officers elected, the officers being struck out the next two men.
know the exact number of tickets that The strangers were much pleased ac
daring her course there took the first
principal, Ethel M. Haley, Gertrude as follows: President, Mrs. Abby F.
were sold in the village, but the tlie beauties of the lake.
Colby’s three runs were all earned
number of teams which passed our
T. Lord Augustus Colby, Agnes W. 0. Bates; vice president, Mrs. Jennie by hitting and Kocd base running. honor in Latin. During her coarse in
Colby she has proved herself an eX'
door indicated the above figures to be
The house, mill and water privilege Rounds, Alma G. Warren, E. Ger D. Black; secretary. Miss Frances F. Tribou, the first man up, got a single, oolleut student and has taken part in
nearly correct.
owned by Charles Priest at Shoddy trude Lowe, G. Alice Osborne, Ida M, Dunbar; assistant secretary, Mrs. but was forced at second by Dwyer both the Junior and Senior exhibi
Murray, Grace M. Lowe.
Anna C. Mower; treasurer, Miss Flor who was safe on first. Dwyer then tions. She is to deliver the address
Two of as fine looking horses as can Hollow has been purchased by Chase South Primary, E. Philena Penney,
ence Plaisted; librarian. Miss L. E. made a fine steal of seooud ana went to the nndergradnates for her oloss at
be found in any village of its size, are and Gilman of Waterville. They will Lillian M. Clair, Gertrude Clair, Mae
MoLain ; with three directors, Mrs. L. to ^third on Craig’s single. Craig the coming commenoemeut when she
improve
the
plant
by
putting
in
owned by Matthew Seaney and Ford
B. Morrill.
H. Soper, Mrs. Colby Blaisdell, Mrs. stole second before Johnson had graduates. ' Miss Freeman is a gradu
woolen
machinery
which
will
give
Burgess of this town. They look as
Supervisor of music, Florence M. W. T. Haines.
pitched a ball and Coombs was at the
ate of the Winslow High Sohool and
though they could be speeded to a work to some two dozen men. Two Perkins.
In appreciation of tbe fourteen bat. John immediately knocked out taught there last year with marked
sets
of
cards
will
be
installed
with
a
^two minute clip and undoubtedly
Supervisor of drawing, Sarah D. years of efficient and loving service a fine two-bagger, sooring Dwyer and
snooesB.
they could cover a mile under fair corresponding amount of machinery. Lang.
she has given to the Association, Mrs. Craig went to third on the pnt-ont of
'Circumstances in 2.12. Seapey laughs Cloth will be woven.
Instructor in elocution, Exerene Bessey was presented a bunch of Gol Willey and stole home. Colby had
FATAL ACCIDENT.
when 1200 is mentioned as a price.
Flood.
three men on bases in tbe fifth with
Miss
Alice
Herbert
was
brought
den
Gate
roses
by
the
exeontive
com
I
home Friday ni^ht from Waterville In addition to the election of a new mittee, after which refreshments and only one oat bnt failed to score, Edward Ronoo Killed at Plant of
Mirth has its place, so hath music,
Willey being forced at the plate and
where she had been staying for two superintendent and the teachers the a social hopr were enjoyed.
Crosby Mercantile Co. at North Fairbut the scholarly sayings of untrained
board
transacted
considerable
other
Tilton being oanght at the same place,
weeks so as to be convenient to Dr.
field
Saturday.
youth fall with a dampening thud
business.
It
was
decided
to
change
on what seemed to be a father reck
Hill’s office whose patient she was.
ENTRIES FOR THE PARADE.
upon ears of maturity. The writer
tbe
style
of
penmanship
now
in
nse
in
Edward
Ronoo of this oity was
less
attempt
to
soore.
came in for a part of the gospel taught Her'case seems to be a difficult one the sohools, the vertical, for the
killea
Saturday
at North Fairfield
Oolby
has
one
more
game
to
play,
which puzzles the doctor. A doctor
in Colby College on the evening of
was summoned from Portland and Smith’s Ednjational System, this be A Good List Made For Driving Club’s that with Bates at Lewiston next Sat while at work for the Crosby Mercan
the musical clubs’ diversion in Citi
urday, and if she wins will be tied tile company. Ronco in oompany
Carnival Next Saturday.
with Dr. Thayer a consultation was ing the kind recently adopted by the
zens hall. But it detracted naught.
with Bowdoin for the championship. with Edward Pooler of North Vassalheld at Dr. Hill’s office. The lady oity of Boston and now used in several
The following entries for the parade
They were boys properly brought up
was advised to return home and take Maine cities and towns, notably An- to be given by the Waterville Driving A large crowd' will probably go down boro, was engaged in cleaning some
with all the safeguards of fond parents
old iron in a shed. The flooring of
absolute rest, free from all annoyance. gnsta, Gardiner, Auburn, Sontb Port Olnb as a part of its big meet Jnne 10 to witness the game.
whose wisdom was oast in vain, If
the shed was ot planks whioh were
It is a throat ailment and to perform land, Westbrook, Bath, Bookland, Old have beeUj^aunoanoed by Dr. A. Joly,
The soore:
those same boys had been raised in the
not nailed down and in walking on
OOLBY.
an operation would endanger her' life, Town, Orono, Farmington Normal. obairmem of the carnival committee.
same cauldron of withered hopes, that
' tliese Ronco happened to step on tbe
so it was decided not to do it. Sun Presque Isle Normal, and many other The parade will form at the Elm
ab r bh tb po a
the writer is inured to they would
cud of one whioh flew np and straok
0
6 0 1
day and Monday she was resting quite smaller sohools.
Tribon,
If
wood at 1.30 o’olook and go to the
have changed the dialect of their dis
him a powerful blow in tbe side of
8
1
18
The board also adopted a new arith park over tbe route previously pub Dwyer, o
comfortable, seeminoly free from pain.
course, end pointed their arrows at
1
2
8
8b
the head. The blow did not' knook
Her family and friends feel much metic and a new text book in English lished in The Mail. The entires are Craig.
4
0
Coombs, p
1
heads they might have hit. But ours
him
down and he ooutinned his work.
and Tarbell’s geography was extended as follows;
anxiety
over
her.
They
are
naturally
Willey, lb
4
1
8
was too email. We were not present
Pooler
however, noticed that he looked
to all the Bohov.ls in the city, ft hav Doable hitches: J. J. Pray, Dr. Tilton, 2b
0
4
much distressed.
2
in the hall, and if we had been deli
white and got him a drink of water,
U
0
2
ing been in me at the South Gram F. O. Thayer, Dr. A. Joly, Dr. L. Q. Starkey, rf
cacy would have prevented our reply4
0
Pile, of
1
asking him what was the matter, to
mar school.
4
4
0
Banker, Dr. 0. W. Abbott, Dr. G. O. Pngsley, ss
ing.
whioh Ronco replied that his bead
GOT BULLET IN HIS LEO.
There was opposition in tbe board Bauoonrt, O. J. Olnkey, W. H.
was paining him fearfully and then
83
8
Totals
8
10
27
0
8
on nearly every aotion taken with Btobie, Anson Morrill, G. O, Small,
The historic deeds of Greece and
South Allentown, N. H., June 6.—
explained the acoideut. Ronoo went
BATES.
reference
to
the
election
of
the
new
Borne although having been transacted Robert McConnell discovered someone
Charles Veilienx and W. A. Gleason.
to bis boarding plaoe at noon and to
ab r bh tb po
in tbe medieval iages bring to trying tg- open a window lu the back teachers and superintendent and the
Single hitohes, driven by ladies:
his
room where he was attended by
4
0
0
0
.0
Wright,
3b
the brow of lord and peasant remem of hie •’house and fired. The man. adoption of tbe changes in text books Mrs. R. F. Jaynes, Mrs. A. H. Smart,
friends. His father was telephoned to
Doe, lb
0
bnt
the
majority
was
large
enough
to
who
proved
to
be
Alexander
Raymond,
brances of the deeds of patriotio an
Mrs. F. E. Hanson, Mrs. John Kendall, 2b
1
and he sent a team from this oity to
cestors, and make tyrants shake in dropped to the ground with a bullet bring about all tbe ohauges.
2
Strong,^ Mrs. Frank Gleason, Mrs. Austin, of
bring* him home.
Pooler started
wound
In
his
leg.
He
was
arraigned
Pi
Wilder,
ss
8
their skin. Tbermopvlae with its
The new superintendent, Dennis E. Silas Small, Mrs. Weston Sonle, Mrs.
with
him
for
Waterville
as soon os the
the
local
court
on
a
charge
of-attempt
2
brave 800 hundred awakens in the ing to enter and In default of (800 bill Bowman, is a rising yonng lawyer of Grin Judkins, Mrs. M. S. Goodrich, Frenoh, rf
team arrived bnt they had not gone
Rogers, If
0
human breast the dash of chivalry was Committed to Jail.
this oity ai\d is too ;well known to Mrs. S. K. Fuller, Mr& G. E. Bar- Hepburn, o
0
far when Pooler noticed that Ronoo
when men threw their lives away.
need extended comment. He was rows, Mrs. A. E. Sawyer, Mis. Johnson, p
2
was in a very bad condition so he
But did they throw them away? SUPPOSED WORK OP FIREBUG. born in Sidney in 1871 and reoeived Robert B. Wentworth.
stopped at a house and telephoned to
Totals
88
2
6
10
24
9
2
Time’s everlasting evolution taught
Single hitches, driven by a gentle Oolby
00800000 0-8 this oity for Dr. Towne, who came as
Boston, June 6.—'The Revere beach his education in the schools of Sidney,
the patriot that the only way to free fire,
Oak
Grove
Seminary,
Oobnrn
Insti
man
: Charles Doritby, W. A. Hager, Bates
02000000 0—2 qaiokly as possible bat when be
of Saturday night, which destroyed
dom’s gate was by the bursting of property \-alued at nearly (100,000, and tute, Oolby College and the Columbia Elmer Olnkey, Ira Mitohell, E. L.
Stolen bases—Dwyer 2, Craig. arrived the boy was dead.
the oitidel that surrounded them ana which, but for the absolute calm which Law School.
He graduated from Gove, William Worthing, O. F. Earned runs—Oolby A Two-base hits
Tbe body was brought to this city
by one brave stroke shatter the bat prevailed, would have swept the Oolby with tbe class of 1898, and from Miller, Charles Simpson, Robert —Coombs, Tilton, Austin, Wilder,
Frenoh, Johnson. Bases on balls—Off where an autopsy was held by Drs.
tlements and be free. So it is in all waterfront, was off Incendiary origin, the law school and admitted to Clark, O. G. Hume, William Wood, Johnson, 4. Struck out—By Coombs,
Goodrioh and Towne. It was found
human efforts. The work must not In tbe opinion of the state police. Who the bar in 1900. He was prinoipal of O. M. Sibley, Webster Williams, 19; byJohnson, 6. Left on bases—
that
the sknll was badly fractured.
Oolby, 10; Bates, 8, Doable play—
be half done. Men to be free and will conduct 8 searching Investigation the Waterville High School for a time Charles Pomerlean.
Ronoo was 18 years old and was tbe
to
ascertain
the
erlgln
of
tbe
firdL
Tilton
to
Pngsley
to
Willey.
First
crowned with the glory of martyr and
after bis graduation from Oolby and . There is also a pony class in which base on .errocs—Oolby, 2; Bates, 2. sou of Mr. and Mrs. John Ronoo of
saint must fight till the lost ditoh is TWO KILLEID W BAOE BIOl'. filled the place very sucoessfully. six entries have been made.
Umpire, Oarrigan, Time, 1.86.
221 Water street.
reached or else fall into tbe gulf of
Daring bis senior year in oollege he
The Judges for tbe oavaioade’ are:
STANDING.
Tbe funeral was held Monday p. m.
Turner, S. O., June 8.—A race Wot was editor of the Oracle, orator of his Senator E. B. Clark of Bar Harbor,
helplessness and forgetfulness and
Won. Lost. P, 0. at 8.00 o’olook at St. Francis de Sales
here
has
resultM
in
the
death
of
Bur
lastly death. But notwitbsianding
600 church.
4
olasB, and eleoted to tbe Phi Beta Dr. W. S. Lord of Portland and L. H, Bowdoin
600
Oolby
8
all the vioissitude of man’s endeavors rell McLane, a white man, tbe serious Kappa. For the past two years be has Soper of this oity.
wounding of his son, the death of one
8
600
of M.
Only one remedy in tlie world that
victory has been the tflbm^h of all negro and the wounding of three others. been snooessfully practicing law and
A band concert will be given on tbe U.
• 280 will at ouoe stop itohlnesa of the
Bates
.1
manly struggles. He who mocks tbe Several members of the party of ue- identified with the ednoational and Elmwood lawn between 1.00 and 1.80
skin in any part of the body; Doan’s
patriot’s fate brings on himself but _ gross are being pursued by armed polltloal affairs of the oity.
by Hall’s band and the start will be
Wear the Heald Clothing—108 Main Ointment At any drag store, 60
scorn.
i white men, who threaten lynching,
oents.
. Mr. Linsoott, the new principal of made promptly at the last named time. street, Waterville,
•
mjneue
mssfa

CHANGES IN HIGH SCOOL.

SCORE WAS THREE TO TWO

lUliliiiliil

■ik

mmmm

A BAD FIRE.

CHILD BKEAKS HER LEG.

Eight Tear Uld Olive Soper Suffers
Tire Department Given a Hard. Fight
Accident by falling of Pile of Lum
op Peroival Court at 2.30 This Morn ber.
ing.
Little Olive Soper, the 8 year old
An alarm from Box 64 at the corner
of Pleasant and School streets, at 3.80
o’clock Thursday a;-m. culled the de
partment out for a bad fire in the
lionse at No. 10 Percival Court. The
structure was a larRO tenement house
•and when the department arrived
they found that a bad Are was in
jproRresB and liad gained a big head■way in a blind attic. The flames
•were breaking through the roof on
both sides and pouring from the wiiijdows of the attic rooms.
Hose 1,
Hook and Ladder truck, and Hose 3,
S and 4 responded, making a good "run,
but Hose 1 and 2 were the only ones
to lay linos. No. 1 laying two lines
and No. 2 one.
The Are was a very bad one to con
tend with owing to the tact that It
was in the blind attic and had spread
extensively before discovered. It
stubbornly resisted all efforts to over
come it for some time, but as soon as
good access to tiie ilames was obtained,
by cutting away timbers, the firemen
had the flame.s unuer control in a
short time so that neigiiboring prop.erty was rendered safe aud tlio frame
of the building saved.
The roof’was completely burned aud
the house was literally flooded with
water.
The' house is owned by George Per
cival ot Pliiladelphia and was occupied
by two families, D. W Ramsey and
•S. S. Clough, Mr. Wood who also
lived in tlie liouse having moved out
Wednesday.
The occupants of the
house were unable to get out any of
their houseiiold effects, and Mrs.
Clough who remained in the building
, to get a few valuables was almost
^overcome belore she was gotten out.
Just how the fire originated is not
known but it must have caugliti in tiie
attio near the oliimuey as here was
where the must fire was.
The loss to the building will be
quite Iteavy and it is partially covered
by insuraiioe. The loss to tlie indi
vidual tenants will bo vbry large,
mostly ny water. It is understood
chat both Mr. Ramsey and Mr.
Clou, li carried small insurance.

MRS. CHARLOTTE S. DAVIES.
Mrs. Charlotte S. Davies died] at 9
o’clock Saturday at the homo of
her daughter, Mrs. H. L. Emery of
this city. The cause of her death was
s paralytic shook which occurred last
Monday morning, since which time
she has not regaiued ooDsoioasness aud
gradually failed till the eud came.
She was the daughter of Rev.
Daniel B. Lewis aud was born lu
Pittsfield May 1, 1829. She was mar
ried on Jan. 1, 1849 to Frankliu A
Davies of Sidney where tliey lived an
aunsnally happy life till the death of
Mr. Davies several years ago, when
she came to make her liome with her
■daughter Mrs. H. L. Emery of this
oity. Mrs. Davies was of an unusual
ly affectionate and lovable dispositiou
and leaves mauy friends who will
mourn the loss of a true frieud. Her
strong Christian faith has beeu a
great comfort to her during her de
clining 3 ears. She is survived by
cue sou, Mr. Chestou E. Davies of
Sidney, three daughters, Mrs. W. B.
Hayford of Alameda, Cal., Mrs. H. L.
Emery of this oity and Mrs. F. G.
Paine of Farmington, Me., and one
■ Bister, Mrs. W. L. Leslie of Haverlilll,
Mass. The funeral was held at her
late home, 20 Bontelle avenue, at 2
•o’clock Tuesday afternoon. Rev. G.
W. Bradlee of the Methodist ohnroh
officiating.

PRIZE WINNERS ANNOUNCEDThe committee of award has aunoanoed the following as winners in
the Sophomore Deolamatiou prize
oontest held at the Baptist ohnroh
last Monday evening: Ladies’ di
vision. Miss Myrtis Ethel Bassett of
Old Town, first; Miss Bertha May
Xtobinsou of Yarmonthville, second.
Men’s division, Robert A. Oolpitta of
Horth Vassalboro, first; Bnrr Frank
J^oues ot North Windsor, second.
The committee was as follows:
Men’s division, Snpt. of Sohools E.
T?, Wyman, Rev. George B. Nioholsou
and Rev.
George
D.
Sanders.
Women’s division, Mrs. D. E. Bow
man, Miss Harriet Abbott aud Miss
Martea G. Powell.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
l)y local applications, as they oanuot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, aud that is by ooustitntional
remedies.' Deafness is oaused by an
inflamed oonditiou of the mnoous
lining of the Bastsohiau Tube. When
this tnbe is inflamed yon have a
rambling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed. Deaf
ness is the result, and nuless the infiammation Can be taken ont and this
tube restored to its normal oonditiou,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine oases ont of ten are oansed by
Catarrh, wliioh is nothing bat an in
flamed oondihon of the lunoons snrfaaes.
r We will give one Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (oaused by
•oatarrb) that oaunot be cored by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for oiroo-

daughter of M^. and Mrs. L. H. Soper,
met with a very piainful accident Fri
day night, when she broke the bone
of her left leg middle way between
tiie ankle and knee.
Tiie little girl, with several,, of her
small companions, was playing on a
pile of lumber near the building
which Mrs. Nellie Webber Eastman
is iiaving built on Silver street. In
some way while sho was on tiie pile,
it fell and piuued iier beneath it.
Tliero were several persons in the
vioiiiity and when tliey heard the
ones of tiie little girl they went
promptly to her assistance and rescued
lier from her painful position and took
her to her home. Dr. F. C. Tliayer
was summoned and rednoed the fractnro and made tiie child as comfortable
as possible.

HIGH SCHCOL TEAM AVERAGES.
Tlie following are the batting and
fielding averages of the W. H. S.
baseball team for the season:
FIELDING AVERAGES.
Fielding Stolen
Average. Bases. Runs.
11
.972
Oolbv
.963
A. Winters
3
4
.961
dock
4
Farnham
.938
6
.813
Jaynes
0
Varney
.813
.714
2
Clement
8
Knanff
.711
I. Winters
1
.607
Whitaker
.600
3
G
Goodwin
.600
0 •
Plnmnier
.000
Batting Averages.
Farnham
.368
.800
Oolby
A. Winters
.346
.219
Conk
Goodwin
.201
.191
Clement <
Javnes
.176
I. Winters
.173
.166
Knanff
.000
Varney
Plummer
.000

OLIVB OIL.
The Method by' Which It Is Made on
Tuscan Farms.

The olives, stones and all, are first
crushed In a stouc mill run by ox pow
er. The mass^ of pulp Is then trans
ferred In flat wicker baskets to the
“torchlo,” or oakeu press, from ■which
the., oil oozes Into a vat below. The
presses at Dlevole are very old, elabo-,
rately carved with the arms and de
vices of some early padrone. Tremen
dous pressure Is applied through a
primitive capstan arrangement which
the men work by heavy wooden levers,
walking round and round on the stone
floor in a track much -worn by the
tread of laboring generations. There
are commoul.v two or three squeezings
of the pulp, the product of the first be
ing of the finest qualit3’. But the proc
ess, once begun, must be carried for
ward continuously lost the oil should
spoil In tlie making. It Is finally drawn
off Into huge earthen Jars of Immemo
rial pattern, like those In -which the
Forty Thieves of the Arabian tale con
cealed themselves for nefarious pur
poses. Aud it stands thus for a week
In the adjoining clearing room, called
the “chlaratolo,” after which it Is ready
for the jnarket.—From “Life on a Tus
can Farm,” by T. R. Sullivan, in Scrib
ner’s.

CANARY BIRDS.
The Finest of Them Are Raised In
the Hars Mountains.

The chief breeding ground for cana
ries was formerly the Harz moun
tains, but of late years only the Quest
singers are reared In that district. The
trade •was transferred to Eichsfelde,
In the province of Hanover, where poor
weavers breed the cheaper sort. The
most Important market for these gold
en birds Is the United States, which
takes quite 100,000 birds a year. GreaJt
Britain comes next, with some 50,000,
aud is followed by Brazil, Chile and
the Argentine Republic.
The principal dealers have large fac
tories whlcfi can turn out material for
1,000 bird cages dally. The peasants
take this a-way to their homes aud
there make up the cages. Attendants,
who each have charge of 1,000 birds In
separate cages, take canaries across
the Atlantic and on tlielr return voy
age bring back Mexican and Cuban
parrots for the European markets.
About 250,000 canaries are bred ev
ery year In Germany, aud tlielr value,
some £50,000, goes chiefly Into the
pockets of the peasants.—London Tele
graph.
Tbrowinif the Handkerchief.

Statement copied from an old manu
script; “lu tlie Foundling Hospital the
Boys are bound apprentices, the Wo
men when marriageable are conducted
lu procession thro’ ye streets, aud any
Young Man who sees one He wd wish
for a Wife Is ot liberty to mark Her by
throwing his handkerchief.” The fur
ther formalities required previous to
matrimony are not stated. Perhaps
this peculiar custom Is the origin of
the expression “throwing the handker
chief."—Nineteenth Century.

THE POSTAGE STAMP
HOW IT IS MADE BY UNCCE SAM’S
EXPERT'WORKMEN.
The Blnnnfncturinir Process From
the EnarratinK of the Steel Die to
the Finished Gnmmed, Pressed and
Perforated Printed Sheet.

The first mechanical process In the
manufacture of a postage stamp Is the
cutting, or engraving, of the die. This
Is a piece of stool of the finest quality,
on the polished surface of which a man
slowly and patiently ebts, line by line,
file portrait, or other emblem which
1ms beeu adopted for this particular
stamp. A steel engraving Is what Is
called an Incised plate—that Is, every
line which Is to show In the finished
print Is cut Into the surface instead of
being left in relief, ns In wood engrav
ing.
The die which the engraver cuts Is a
“negative;” In other words, a reversal
of the design which tbe stamp will
show. Tbe reason for this soop be
comes apparent.
When the die Is finished and proofs
show It to be satisfactory It is hard
ened aud fixed in tbe bed of a powerful
press. Over It Is then passed a steel
roller, tlie circumference of which is
several times, perhaps four times, the
diameter of tife die. Immense pressure
Is applied, so that every line on tbe
surface of the die Is Impressed upon
the surface of the roller as mauy times
ns the clrcumfereneo of the roller Is
larger tlinn the area of the die. In this
way four perfect copies of the die are
reproduced on the roller, but reversed.
Each of these Impressions Is a “posi
tive.”
This roller is now hardened in turn
In order that It may trniismit the Im
pressions once more, this time to the
plate from which tlie actual printing
Is to be made. This plate is also of
steel. The size Is sufficient to print a
whole slieet of stamps—from 200 to 300
—at a single impression.
Into the surface of tills plate the Im
pression on the roller Is forced by great
pres.sure, once for each stamp in the
subsequent sheet, and then the plate
Is hardened. These Impressions are
negatives, so that the prints from them
—the stamps themselves—will be posi
tives.
The reason for all this preliminary
work is most Interesting. In tlie first
place, printing could not be done from
a single die because of the vast quan
tities of stamps required. In the sec
ond place, It could not be done from
tbe roller, because on tbat-the lines are
In relief Instead of being Incised, and
In the third place. It would not be
fea.slble to have several dies or a large
number of them engraved, both be
cause the expense would be prohibi
tive and because no two would then be
absolutely alike. Tbe present system
makes it certain tliat every stamp of
a certain lot Is exactly like every oth
er of the same lot—a great safeguard
against counterfeiting.
When three printing plates have been
made they are all fastened to the bed
of a special printing press. When the
maclilnery Is started the first plate Is
Inked, then automatically wiped until
It Is like a mirror. The wiping removes
all the Ink except what clings In tbe
lines of the 200 duplicate engravings
which dot the surface.
Over the plate Is laid a sheet of
dami>ened paper, the plate Is slightly
warmed In order to permit the Ink to
swell, and heavy pressure Is applied.
Meanwhile the second plate is receiv
ing Its Ink, aud then the third comes
Into play, so that, although all three
are ou the same press, each Is at a
given moment undergoing a different
process from either of the other two.
This has wrought a great saving of
time over the old process of printing
by band. When the printed sheets are
dry tliey go to the gumming machine.
In which they pass between a dry
roller on one side and one moistened
with mucilage on the other. From
these rollers they are cast out, wet
side up, upon an endless web,_ which
carries them through a steam heated
box.
They come out dry, ready for the
perforations, which permit them to bo
torn apart easily. These are very easi
ly made by passing the sheets between
one cylinder studded with steel pins
and another perforated with holes to
match the pins. The two together act
like the jaws of a conductor’s punch.
The last process Is pressing the sheets
by hydraulic power to counteract the
tendency to curl, which Is Imparted by
the mucilage.
The printing of stamps, like the print
ing of gold and stiver certificates and
bank notes, Is subject to the most care
ful and constant Inspection.
Every sheet of paper Is counted be
fore It Is delivered to the printer, and
before he goes home at night he must
return exactly the same number of
sheets, either of perfect stamps or
Ipollcd paper, and no "seconds” or
samples are given away to visitors.—
Edward Williston Frentz In Youth’s
Companion.
The Eilephant’a Bye.

THE DIAMOND TREE.
A PUuit Whereon It la AUesed MS«
Freciona Stonea Gro'W.

“I haven’t a diamond tr^e,” said the
Jeweler. “Smith, over the way there,
has one,, though. At least so I’ve been
told.”
“What Is a diamond tree?”
“It fs a tree where diamonds grow,
jet course.”
“No; seriously. What is It?"
The jeweler smiled.
“Well,” he said, “a diamond tree Is
a swindle, a very profitable swindle;
andvpne that can be carried on forever
with mighty little risk of detection.
I’ll explain It to you.
“I am a jeweler and you bring me d
diamond ring for repairs. I take the
diamond out of your rhig and put back
In its place a similar diamond that is
a little, a very little, smaller. You
naturally don’t discover the trick that
has been played on you.
“The same day a brooch Is brought
to me. aud since the central stone of
the brooch is a little larger than your
diamond, I get rid of yours and keep
the bigger gem. In this way, four or
five times in one day, I make diamond
exchanges, keeping always a better
stone than I part with.
“On good diamond trees diamonds
as small as pin heads have beeu known
to grow to the size of peas lu two
days. A good tree, too, won't have
only ono diamond growing on It at! a
time. A-dozen stones or more will be
simultaneously Increasing In size and
'value as the days pass.”—Chicago
Chronicle.
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BoUy Symptoms of Orgeinic Dereungement In
Women—Thousands of Sufferers Find Relief.

How often do we hear women say; “It
seems as though my back would break,"
or “Don’t speak to me, I am all out of
sorts?” These sign! Scant remarks prove
that the svstem requires attention.
Backache and “ the blues” are direct
symptoms of an inward trouble which
will sooner or later declare itself. It
may be caused by diseased kidneys or
some uterine derangement.
Nature
requires assistance and at once, and
^Lydia E. Pinkham’s 'Vegetable Com
pound instantly asserts its curative
powers in all those peculiar ailments of
women. It has been the standby of
intelligent American women for twenty
years, and the ablest specialists agree
that it is the most universally success
ful remedy for woman’s ills known to
medicine.
V
The following letters from Mre.
Holmes and Mrs. CotreiY are among
the many thousands which Mrs. Pinkham has received this year from those
whom she has relieved.
Surely such testimony is convincing.
Mrs. J.Q. Holmes, of Larimore, North
Dakota, writes:

Dear Mrs. Pinkbom:—
“ I feel It my duty to tell all sufferhigwomen
of the relief I have found in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. When I com
menced taking the Compound 1 suffered
everything •vrim backaches, headaches, men
strual and ovarian troubles. I am oompletoly cured and enjoy tbe best of health, emd 1
owe it oil to you.”

■When women are troubled with irreg
ular, suppressed or painful menstrua
tion, weakness, leucorrhoea, displace
ment or ulceration of the womb, that
bearing down feeling, inflammation of
the ovaries, backache, bloating (or
THE TREADMILL.
flatulence), general debility, indiges
tion and nervous prostration, or are be
A Ptminhment Still In 'VoKne In ManT
set with such symptoms as dizziness,
BnKllnh Prliionii.
faintness, lassitude, excitability, irrita
The trendwheel is still In vogue at
bility, nervousness, sleeplessness, mel
many English prisons. Within the walls
ancholy, “all gone” and “want-to-beis a little building, built of blue gray
left-alone” feelings, blues and hopeless
stone, standing somewhat apart from
ness, they should remember there is ono
the ■’main structure In a corner of the
tried and true remedy, Lydia E. Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound at once re
exercise ground and prison garden. .On
moves such troubles.
the chocolate colored door are painted
In white letters the two words, “Wheel
No other medicine in the 'world has
received such widespread and nnqualHouse.” As the door opens the dull,
fled endorsement. No other medicine
grinding sound that we heard outside
has such a record of cures of female
grows a little louder and clearer. The Dear Mrs. Finkhami—
VI have suffered everything with backache troubles. Refuse to buy any substitute.
door closes behind us with the Inevita and
womb trouble—I let the trouble run on
ble clash and click of the returning until my system was in such a condition that
FBEH ADVICE TO WOMEN.
bolt. The house Is an apartment some I was unable to be abouk and then it was I
to use Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
Remember, every woman is cordially
thirty feet long and fifteen feet wide. commenced
table Compound. Ii I had only known how
On the left hand side are the wheels, much suffering I would have saved, I should invited to write to Mrs. Pinkham Cf
four of them. In two tiers, divided by a have taken it months sooner—for a few there is an3’thing about her symptoms
does not understand. Mrs. Pink
gallery running the whole length of the weeks’ treatment made me well and strong. she
My backaches and headaches are all gone and ham’s address is Lynn, Mass., her
house and communicating with the I suffer no pain at my menstrual periods, advice is free and cheerfully given to
floor by a staircase at the opposite end. whereas before I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s every ailing woman who asks for it.
On the right hand side there Is another Vegetable Compound 1 suffered intense pain Her advice and medicine have restored
lower and shorter gallery, on which
Mrs. Emma Cotrely, 109 East 12th to health more than one hundred thou
sand women.
stands the warder in charge. The Street, New York City, writes;
wheels are separated by a section of Ask Nrsi Pinkh^’s Advice-A Woman Best Understands a Woman’s IDs.
brick wall.
Each wheel Is divided Into compart
ments, cutting off each prisoner from
the others. The object of this Is to pre
vent the prisoners from seeing and
hearing one another, although conver
sation In a low voice pitched In a dif
ferent key from that of “the music of
the wheel” Is perfectly easy and Intel
ligible.
Every one Interested in dress knows

NEW YORK FASHIONS

Pattern For Lady’s Blouse Designed by Martha
Dean—No. 6298

BITS FROM THE WRITERS.
A man never loves a woman so well
as when he has been able to come to
her rescue.—Alice Wo.ods Ullmau.
The man with an opinion Is shunned
as though he carried al;>out him the
germs of Infectious disease.—Alfred
Sutro.
I never can make out why those capdld people who always say what they
think have such unpleasant thoughts.—
Sarah Grand.
^
Unless a man believes In himself he
may as well be burled Immediately
for all the work he Is going to do In
the world.-Sidney Allnutt.
The man who hopes for nothing will
generally attempt nothing. “Tomor
row” should always fling Its light of
promise upon “today.”—Rev. Silas K.
Hocking.
Since the garden of Eden men have
taken a good deal mo’ pleasure In layIn’ blame on thar wives than In layln’
blame on the devil.—Ellen Glasgow.
Ralpb Waldo Bmeraon's Stove. .

that "handwork and dainty detail are nec
essary to a frock of any Importance, and
a design which ought to strike the fancy
of that^class of femininity who insist up
on daintiness above everything else Is
shown here In white batiste. The big
lace medallions with an outer edging of
val lace Is quite the latest Idea In trim
ming, and the most stunning effect Is
obtained by using heavy lace or macrame
medallions in ecru over white china silk
or batiste. The val lace edging may bo
cream or white, according to one’s taste.
The foundation is simply a plain pattern
cut so os to supply generous width over
the bust without the use of tucks and Is
an excellent model for hand embroidered
blouses as well as for applied designs, as
illustrated. The sleeve is the blouse leg
o' mutton and has two tucks at the elbow, _
which fullness gives a sort^ of mousquetalre effect. By such a pattern one can
fashion a dozen blouses with different
trimmings and all look entirely different.
The expense of making is nothing com
pared with the prices asked for ready
made ones. Sizes, 82 -to 42 Inches bust
measure.

DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING
Send 10 cents to this office, give number of this pattern, No. 6298, and state
desired. It will then be sent to you by mail postpaid. Bo sure to write plainly and
always give full address. Several days must be allowed for delivery of pattern.

Ralph Waldo Emerson was a man of
rare Integrity and very particular
about small things. One day a new
cooking stove had been provided for
The Pattern Department. JSvening Mail Offloe.
his house, and, although the stove came
very hl^ly recommended. It proved
For the 10 cents kiolosed please aeifd pattern to tbe
thoroughly unsatisfactory and' most
following address:
provoking, as it did everything but
Pattern No.......................................
what It was expected to do. After
awhile the family was In despair, and
SIZE............................
some one suggested sending It to auc
tion.
NAME......................................
“What!” exclaimed Emerson. “Trans
ADDRESS..........................................................
fer our own perplexity to another pair
of shoulders? No, never, unless the
OITY AND STATE.............................. ...................... *...
stove Is labeled ‘Imperfect.’ ”
And, so "Imperfect” It was labeled
and sold at a great discount—Boston
NOTE—All patterns are mailed direct to sabsoribers from New, York.
Herald.
It takes foar or five days from the time the order is received before the pat
tern will reach your address.
Tbe Oldeat Boole.

Max Muller said that tbe Brahmans
in particular pride themselves on the
age of their Ve^aa, which, according
to some critics, date from 6000 B. 0.;
according to others, from 1200 or 1600
B. O. Even this, more moderate date
Is far beyond that of the Old Testa
ment or any other sacred book, so that
to tbe Brahmans must be given tbe cred
it If credit there be, of possessing the
oldest the most remote and conse
quently tbe most dlflScult of tbe sacred
books of tbe world.

“To my mind two things strike the
Dbserver vividly when standing close
to wild elephants in their native
haunts,” writes a traveler. “The one
Is the gigandc size and his own com
parative smallness. The other Is the
I'Sliresslon of the eye. This organ,
ivhlch Is surprisingly small In proporhon to tbe size of the animal and set
Deferred.
far back in tbe head, is of a pale blue
loelsnd Hmll.
"■What,” asked the youth, “was the
When the •wind blows from the south color much resembling that of a wall happiest moment ol| your life?"
and one of the Islanders of south Ice> eye In a horse. Even when an ele
“Tbe happiest moment of my life,"
land -wlBbes to communicate -with the phant Is at rest his eye has an uncom answered the sage of Sageville, "is yet
mainland be puts bis letters into a well fortably cold aud sinister look."
to come."
corked bottle, and to insure their de
"When do you expect it?” queried the
livery be Incloses at the same time a
Tbe regard one shows economy Is Inquisitive youngster.
plug of twist tobacco or a cigar. Tbe like that we show an old aunt who la
"When people cease to ask fool qussF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
iwind speedily impels tbe bottle to the to leave us something at last—Shen- ttooB,” relied tbe philosophy dispenser.
Sold by Droggists, 76o.
'Take Hall’s Family Pills for oonsti- shore of the mother Island, where peo itone.
—041ckgo News.____ ____
jpatiou.
ple are generally ou Oie. lookout
--•«
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backache, ‘^The Blues*'

Ooal CLTXfX 'Wood
. iV.
A. B. ORBB]
Office on Main 5t., Near Freight Depot.

EUREKALOL
ITCH-ECZEMA CURED.
Not lometblng that will care •▼erythlng, but a speclflo prescribed tor over thirty yean
by Doctor Burgesa one of lioodou's most celebrated skin specialists.
The Bnreluuol Ersema Core Is tbe famous remedy guarranteed to quickly relieve and
permanently cure any disease of tbe skin or scalp. It Is purely antioeptlo and germicidal. We
nave thousands ot testimonials to prove the true virtue of Its positive cure.
Don’t wMte your time and money on “onre alls.” They absolutely do no Md.
Write to us at onoe tor our famous Knreknlol Boaemn Oure^It-wlll tell le story that la
morecouvlncdng than pages of argumeut. Price poetpald, ISO oenta nd $1.00.
Don't anffer from those torturesome PUea Oue appUcatlon of tbe famous ■oreknlol Pita
Onre will give Immediate relief. Price postpaid, 60 oenu.
tHh XDBBKAt.OI. BBKBDY OO.,
1107 BBBQBN STBBBT. BBOOKLYN, N. T

.'i'............................................ i'' i|'i..^''Jii

NEWSPAPERS AS LITERATURE.
The Rev. Dr. John Graham says,
Commissioner Sargent Talks About ‘' The newspaper has made a place for
His Work.
itself in literature,” and he is right.
Paul D. Sargent, the state highway''And he might have added that tlie
oommissioner, 'who was in Portland newspaper covers the whole gamut of
last week has the work of the new literature from gay to the severe, his
department well under way, says the tory, biography, travel, fiction, poe
try, philosophy, science, theology—
Portland Press.
One of the things which his office everything, in fact, that can be writ
is now doing, is securing figures ten or thought. In rounded sentences
showing the amount of money spent and best chosen words, newspaper lit
in this state for road repairing and erature may not be always classic.
the number of miles of highways on None will admit more freely than the
which it is expended. He does this newspapers tnemselves that in style
by oommnnioating with the town therp is much to be desired. But
directly. The board of assessors has what the newspaper lacks in style it
secured the amount of money expended makes up in vividness of color, in
life, in completeness and varietv.
on highways heretofore.
“According to their report one and What the novelist would spin into 40
one-quarter millions of dollars was chapters the newspapers put into 40
spent last year on the highways of lines without omitting a single essen
this state,” sat,d Oommissioner Sar tial fact. What the dramatist would
work op for five acts and prologue the
gent in a recent interview. ‘' That is newspaper
condenses into five min
a large FurnrOf money and it seems as utes’ reading, and it is all there. The
if there ought to be something to writer of books, and especially of
show for it, but there isn’t. The fiction, imagines whole pages and
of description, dialogue and
figures will be equalled if not ex chapters
action; the newspaper is content to
ceeded this year and unless the road give the facts and upon these facts
antborities can be interesteu in mak the reader, if time and inclination
ing some permanent improvements the permit, cau supply the imagination in
to suit. As tor history—
money will be buried with only a quantities
the modern historian would be com
temporary result.
pletely at sea but for the newspapers
“1 believe and shall urge upon the of the period he is writing about
road commissioners that the building He may glean statistics and other in
from official sources, but
of a small piece of permanent road each formation
for his color he must go to tne daily
year, evei^ if the other highways are or weekly chronicles of the time.
Newspapers are as much a part of
allowed to go unrepaired, is better
than putting all of the money into real literature as books and they
the whole field, but it should
teihporarv repairs. If we build a short cover
not ^ inferred that because this is
strip this year and button a piece ' trne\that one’s reading should be oononto the end of it next year, it will fiued to newspapers. In eating, we
be only a short time before we shall need something else tha^ highly con
have a complece ssytem of good roads. centrated tabloids. The tabloids may
“The customary method of road contain all the essential ingredients
building in this state is to g'o over lor,sustaining life, but they are un
the highways in the spring with a satisfying, and in the long run will
road machine, turupiking all the mud wreck the best digestion. So it is
in the gutters into the center of the with reading. The newspapers are
road. This makes an even locking literature in tabloid. We can subsist
and a good road while it lasts. But on them, but we need good roast beef
the fall rains and frosts carry the mud and an occasional slice of pie to keep
back into the gutters again and it is the mental stomach in a. good condi
ready to turn naok into the middle of tion. —N ewspaperdom.
the road next year.
“A principle that 1 shall always
DON’T WORRY.
keep in mind is, 'do what-we can and
The Rev. William Howe, D. D.,
do it right.’ ”
“What do yon think of the plan to who celebrated his 99tb birthday last
use jail labor on permanent highway Thursday at his home in Cambridge,
oonstruction?” was asked of Commis Mass., is the oldest minister of the
sioner Sargent.
Baptist church in this country and is
“That is an important matter and I
should not want to say without giv believed to be the oldest living clergy
ing the subject more study. I find man in the United States. Such a
there are many different opinions man, close to the century mark and
about the advisability of it.”
The law creating the state highway comparatively hale and hearty, should
commissioner gives him very little be able to give, his fellow creatures
power. His duty is to give advice valuable instruction with regard to
when it is solicited, and not to run right living and properly preserving
over the state telling the road com the vital forces. 'Dr. Howe is by,no
missioners what they must do.
“No general rule for permanent means reticent on the subject, though
road construction can be followed,’’ he outlines no lengthy program, His
says Oommissioner Sargent, “because advice to all is comprised m two
the conditions relative to soil, drain short words: “Don’t worry.
This may be said to cover the
age, etc., are alike in no two cases.
It will be necessary to make a sepa ground completely. Viewed in its
rate inspection of each locality and broadest sense it is a plea for all the
Ohtistian virtues. If people indulge
recommend for that specific place.”
“1 believe drainage is an important to excess in eating or drinking, dr in
factor with highway as with railroad any way violate the laws of God or
construction. If the water can be man. the oonseqnenoes which are sure
drained off the frost will not warp the to follow will compel them to worry
roads. I shall especially emphasize in spite of themselves; bnt as re
gards the pettv annoyances of every
this fact. ”
Commissioner Sargent idans to go day,.or even the greater misfortnnes
to New Hampshire and Vermont ta which at inteivals break in upon the
study permanent highway construc happiest lives, they may well be met
tion. He selects these two states in with a bold front and forgotten as
preference to Massachuestts because soon as possible. Good Dr. Howe,
he believes the conditions more re serene and oouteuted after a life
spent in the hardest kind of service,
semble those in Maine.
has not only preached the gospel of
oheerfnluess bnt has praotioed it as
'Walters 'Who Speak Many Lansansre* well. In this he has set an example
“When It comes to linguistic ability,’* which we will all do well to follow.
Bald the manager of one of Washing -l-Portland Advertiser. ^
ton’s biggest hostelrles, “the real ex
GERMS OF DISEASE should be
perts can be found In the dining rooms promptly expelled from the blood.
of this and other similar establish This is a time when the system is
ments.
especially snso^tible to them. Get
“We have waiters in our employ rid of all imparities m the blood by
who can talk In six or seven different taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and thns
tongue^, and the ones who know only fortify your whole body and prqveut
.three, say English, German and illness.
French, are away behind. When I
A PACT TO REMEMBER.
say talk, I mean the ability to converse
One fact for every lover of his state
fluently. Your college men can hold
a sort of powwow. In a halting style, to remember is that the ory for the
but Heinrich or Jean who waits on saloon from thos/d who would profit
our guests can rattle off the lingo of from tne business is backed, by those
nearly every patron who comes along, who would be able to manipulate
no matter what bis nationality. Now saloon Infinanoe for votes aud that
and then we get a man who is making
the crime, disgrace, waste of time
his first tour of the United States and
whose mind Is a howling wilderness and earnings, neglect of home and
so far as the understanding of Eng destruction of manhood are inevitably
lish goes. He Isn’t able to ‘savvy’ a and inseparalv connected with the
word, and then It Is that wo send saloon and licenes system. Licensed
forthwith to the dining room and util .oaloons may bring more revenue into
ize one of the waiters as an interpret the city or oouiity treasury but they
also, as surely, bring more paupers
er.’’—Washington Post.
aud orimiuals to our noorhonses aud
flails. The liquor traffic in every way
demoralizes the finer and better sensi
bilities of manhood, for these are to
be onltivated only by a life of self
control and self denial. In the
glamour of the dollar the far reach
ing principle is likely to be forgotten. The only safety for the state
along the higher lines of development
lies in the greatest possible freedom
from whatever debanobes or destroys.
—Maine Farmer.
STATE HIQHWAIS.
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DOS A REQULAR SCHOLAR.

An Animal Story For
Little P0IK5

Has Not Been Absent or Tardy in the
Seven Tears of His Attendance.
In Brockton, Mass., the home of W.
L, Douglas, the governor of the state,
there is a bulldog that has been a
regular attendant -at sohool, with n6
absent or tardy marks, for seven
vears. He is owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Horace l^les, and went to sohool first
with their son, Ralph. The boy went
into the first grade in tlie primary de
partment, and the dog insisted on
going with him. Like Mary’s little
lamb, he made the cnildren laugh
and play, bnt the teacher could not
turn him out. He absolutely refused
to go away, and, as he did nothing
bnt sit quietly by his little master,
she
did not
take
strennons
methods to get rid of him. The
children soon beoame nsed to him,
and no longer laughed when he was
in the room, niitil finally he was en
rolled as a regular pupil aud his at
tendance recorded the same as that of
any boy or girl.
After a time he was often used as
an example of obedience to the
pupils, for the teacher never had to
speak bnt once, whether it was an
order to go "and lie down or close the
door, without liis obeying instantly.
He also served as a model tor the
drawing classes. He took kinaly to
ttie fire drill, aud all through his
seven years’ course he has been in
his place in the line the second the
file alarm bell rings, and be files
decorously out witli tlie ocher pupils.
After a year in tlie primary depart
ment, lie tliougiit he had become too
advauoed for such baby methods, and
promoted himself into the grammar
department, where Rita Niles, Ralph
Niles sister, was. He has adoompauied her from room to room ever
since, until now he has reached the
last grade and will graduate (.his
June. Already lie has made a trip to
the high sohoei to see how he likes
it, and will have a plaoe there as
soon as he gets his diploma from the
Winthrop sohool.
Biokness docs not keep him at
home, and, nnlike most boys and
girls, he does not have to be harried
to school to escape being tardy. He
trots out of the yard fifteen minutes
before ssbooltime every day, and is
in his place when the bell rings. A
few weeks ago he was ill, and Mrs.
Niles tied him np at home. Bnt he
broke away and went to sonool, al
though he was so weak he could
hardly stand, aud thus kept np bis
record of no absences.
Both principal and teachers of the
school are deeply attached to him and
will
miss him sorely when he
graduates.—Bangor Couimeroial.
A RICH OPPICE BOY.
The Attention He Attracted Among
Stenographers m a New York 0f3ce.
An office boy employed by a chemi
cal house on the lower West Side is
an object of gossip among the olerks
and typewriters who meet in the
neighboring restanrants, says the
New York Tribune.
“Today he’s got on the sixth suit of
clothes he’s worn this week,”»iexolaimed a fair typewriter on the last
day of the youth’s first week in the
office. “He’s worn a blue suit, a biaok

No "Dessert
More Attractive
Why use gelatine and
spend hoars soaking,
sweetening, flavoring
and colori^ when

JbU-O
produces better results in two minutes?
Everything in the package. Simply add hot
water and set to oooL It’s perfection. A sur
prise to the housewife. No trouble, less ex
pense. Try it to-day. Flavors: Lemon,
Orange, Strawberry, Raspberry, Chocolate
and Cherry. At mooeta, lOo.
When yon makeloe Cream use Jell-0 lOB
OREAM: Powder. AH Ingredients in the
At all grooetA 2 pkga. for 26o.

The Fox’s Eyes
“What is the color of the fox's cyca ?’’
nsked one bird of another.
‘‘I don’t know, but 1 can find out,’’
replied the other Bird.
“If you get close enough to see he
will catch you,’’ declared the first bird.
“No; I shall fool him,’’ answered the
second bird.
Then he flew down to the snow cov
ered ground and rolletl over on his back
as If he was dead.
Presently the fox came along, and
the bird kept real still and Just peeped
up a wee bit to see the color of the
fox’s eyes.
“Hello! Here’s a dead bird,” said Mr.
Fox. ^“Well, he can’t g^t away from

/,

needs some kind of a job
of printing At sometime Or
other. Some people use
more and some less but whether you need one job or a
dozen

Everybody

WE CAN DO THE WORK. SEND US IN YOUR ORDER FOR

Job Printing
of all kinds, letterheads, bills, receipts, pos
ters, dance orders, milk bills, programmes,
book work of any kind, or anything else in
that line. We make a specialty of Wed
ding invitations or announcements, calling
cards,etc. either printed or engraved. Write
for samples and prices......................................

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Special Offer.
To aiijone having their wedding tnrdft
printea hfre we will give as a -wedding
present, the Weekly Mail lor six months.

Address*

HE KEPT BEAL STILIj.

me, and I guess I shall leave him hero
until I coiiiq back.”
And be trotted away.
“What's the color of his eyes?” cried
the bird that was up In the tree.
“I could only see one,” replied the
bird on the ground, “but when ho
come.s back I shall see the other, and
then I’il tell you.”
By and by Mr. Fox came along again.
“This bird looks mighty nice out hero
In the snow,” he said. “I would like to
leave him here until he freezes hard,
but I’m afraid I won’t be back this
way again today.”
So he picked up the bird and made
off for home.
“What’s the color of his eyes?” cried
the bird up in the tree.
And the other poor little bird -n’as
crying so hard he could not answer.—
St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
suit, a brown suit, a worsted suit and
a tweed suit, and that frock coat yes
terday,” she enumerated, checking
the suits off ou her fingers. “Bnt he’s
the swell Dr. V.’s son, and was
dropped out of his college class f for
laziness, 1 guess, and the doctor
made him go to work. He’s 21, too,”
she added, “and it’s a shame to make
him begin as an office hoy. ’ ’
The \yell groomed young man went
on licking postage stamps and assort
ing letters all winter. One day this
spring he surprised one of the tpyewriters by asxing her to typewrite a
letter for him. It was to a foreign
mannfaotnrer of antomobiles, and ar
ranged for the importing of a Freuoh
motor oar. The machine came, and
with it a ohaffeur whose salary
greatly exceeds that earned by its
owner.
The head of the firm employing tliis
wealthy office boy is an ardent sports
man, and the yonnger man easily ob
tained permission to aooompany bis
employer to Virginia on a duck
shooting expedition a few weeks ago.
When the proprietor’s daugliter
comes down town to inveigle her
father into drawing a cheek above
her usual allowance, the pretty miss
is always sent to Innoheon at the
Astor House with the office boy, and
the book-keeper remarks that no ex
pense vonoher is turned in by the rioli
doctor’s son. They are wondering in
that offloe whether tlie youth will
spend his vaoatiou abroad this sum
mer or at Newport.

DRIFTING
TOWARDS

nail Publishing: Co.
120 Main Street,

Waterville, Mj.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and ■which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of"
and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since Its Infancy*
f-ddec/u/tVt Allow no one to deceive yoti In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good’* are but,
Xjxperimcnts that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants aud Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castorlc, is a liarmless subst’tnto for Castor OU, Pare
goric, Drops and Stiotliing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine' nor oilier Narcotle
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Woring
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoua and Wind
Colic. Itjrelieves 'J-’cethiiig Troubles, cures Constipatiou
and Flatulency. It assiiuilate.s tiio Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy ami natural sleep.
The Children’s Pauaccii—Tlio Mother’s Friend.

CENUINE

CASTOR!A

always

JEcars tha Signature of

The M You Have Always Bought
In Use For Ovef 30 Years.
THC OKNTAUn COMPANV, T> MURnAV •TUKCI. NCW VOtIK OITV.

BRIGHT'S DISEASE

Many peop'le who are neglecting symptoms of kidney trouble, hoping “it will wear away,” are
drifting towards Bright’s Disease, which is kidney trouble in one of its worst forms.

HamKlMEYClIRE

stops irregularities, strengthens the urinary organs and builds up the worn-out tissues
ilt\ kidneys strain out
of the kidneys so they will perform their functions properly. Healthy
the impurities from the blood as it passes through them. Diseased kidneys do not, and
the poisonous waste matter is carried by the circulation to every part of the body,
‘ causing dizziness, backache, stomach trouble, sluggish liver, irregular heart action, etc.
If you have any signs of Kidney or Bladder Trouble commence taking FOLEY'S
KIDNEY...........
CURE at once, as it will cure a slight
...............................................
disorder in a few days EUid prevent a
fatal malady. It is pleasant to take and benefits the whole systein.

CONDITION OP CROPS.
The oontinnation
of the oold
weather into the past week, the heavy
frosts wbioh visited many plaoea on
three snooessivie days, the high, dry
ing winds wbioh swept over all seetions the 26th and 26th, and on almost
entire absence of preolpitation over
the greater part of the district, have
aU combined to retara vegetation,
more or less, from much advancement Seed germination in the more
northerly portions is still very slow,
recently-planted grain taking two
weeks and over in wbioh to sproni.
Generally speaking, the ground has
been In exoellent condition for onltl*
vatlom/ andlsowing and planting have
been pi^ed to the utmost,in sections
where we season Is backward. The
majority of the correspondents state
that moisture is greatly needed In all
localities.

How to Find Out.
You can easily determine if yonr kidneys are
out of order'by setting aside for 24 hours m
bottle'of the urine passed upon ansing. If
upon examination it is cloudy or milky or has
a brick-dust sediment or small particles flost

about in it vour kidneva are 'diaeaaed and
wvic’ti^nNRV rVtnw ■iimaaill'V.fcTB
FOLBY a KIDNSY CURB tlioula be tEken
Et once.

Q. B. Burhans Testiflea After Four Years.
G. B. Burhans of Carllslo Center, N. 7., writei:
"Aboat four years ago I wrota you atatlog that I had be.n aotlroly
cured of a aevsra kldoey trouble by taking laaa than two bottlM of
Poley’a Kldnoy Cura. Xt eotiraly atoppml the brtek-duet eedlmcnt aad
pain and aymptooM of Udoty dlteaae disappeared. I am glad to say that
t kava navsr had a ratnm of any of thoss aymptoma during tha foor
andYam ardently aurad to euyeuredtaad
heartily racommand rnlsy'a Bidaay Cura to aey oaa luEariDE nem
kidney or bladder treubla.''

Two Sizosp 60 Oonts and $1a00a

SOLO UO REOOIUIEIOEO OY

The Larkin Drug Company.
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olined to think that even Togo would
rather take his chances with some
good sailors and gunners and a few
ironolads and torpedo boats, real
human beings and agencies.

and of better record in oitXenship, of
larger professional acumen and high
er private character. He has proved
himself the foe of corruption every
where and the friend and advocate of
Oivil Service. On general 'principles
he would •seem to be a man who would
bring to the office of secretary of the
navy the high administration yyhioh
Elihn Root brought to the war port
folio during his term of office. It is
immaterial that he is the grandilephew of the great Napoleon Bona
parte, though that is interesting. On
his own personal , record he gives evi
dence of eminent fitness for the place.
We could wish that he, with all his
high qualifipations, was not an advo
cate of the big'navy that is the popu
lar rage in high government circles.
But that can hardly be expected of a
man lixely to be named for the . place,
and it is better to have an efficient
official with this one drawback than
a ixior or bad one without it.

sistent and powerful advocacy of it by
the Hearst papers in that city, and
their fight against the franchise
grabbers and street railway corpora
tions there, another illustration of
the infiuenoe of the press and of the
fact that most radical reforms or
reactions spring from the abuses of
present systems. The object ’’lesson
of Mr. Uharles Iferkes, who in fifteen
years made fifty million dollars by
tranchise grabbing and street railway
operating in Ohioago, was one to
maxe municipal ownership come easy
and quickly in that city and to help
spread the idea elsewhere.

manded that the New Hampshire
town Jie prohibited from having a
license
on the ground that while it is
PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT
granted
in that state it amounts to President Decides Not to Call Extra
190 MMn St
WaterTllle
allowing the sale of liquor in the
Session of Congress-Has Not Taken
town that has voted against it in an
1.60 per yejr or fl.OO when i)ai(l in
Any
Definite Steps for Peace in Rusother state. The governor of Ver
Here Is another instance which
advance.
sian-Japanese
War.
mont has written to the governor of
illustrates the fact that it pays to wait
New Hamnnhire in regard to the mat (From Our Regular Oorrespondent),
before doing anything rash, also that
Mail Publishing Company,
ter and feeling on the part of the
a person should not lose his patience
Washington, D. O., June 6, 1906.—
citizens of both towns is at a high The President has finally announced
or
be
in
haste
to
take
his
own
life
FUBLlBHEas Add Pbopbiktoks.
pitch. It looks at this distance as that he will not call Oongress in
even under trying circnmstanons. A
though the temperance people of the speoial session until after the Novem
Readsboro, Yt., Italian was last
A good many editors and publishers Thursday awarded $9000 by the Uni
Vermont town would have to put up
ber elections and he_ now expects to
will recognize the situation described ted States circuit court at Brattleboro
with the situation with the best convene the extraordinary session on
in~the following from the l^lfast Re-, in a suit to recover damages for the
grace they can for the evil seems to November 1. There are many of the
publican Journal and sympathize _^witli loss of his sight. That same evening,
be one they cannot ooiitrol as the
leaders in the Republican party, how
the problein”it pre8ents''and^also agree not having heard of the verdict, and
Folk to Weaver, greeting: “Keep New Hampshire town is entirely ever, who believe that this decision
with the conclusion reached:
up the fight. The task will some within its legal rights in voting tobeing despondent over the long delay
“One mail brought us propositions to •f the suit, thinking it would not be
times seem hard and the wa.y dark, oondnct its temperance affairs as it sounds the death knell of the sxieoial
advertise a hotel gratis, to boom a
session and that eventually the Presi
but remember, no matter how mighty
missionary convention and to ex- decided In his favor he shot and killed
the forces of corruption may be, you desires. The trouble will have to be dent will be entirely dissuaded from
obange advertising space for depart himself. A wiaow and several chil
have behind you the strongest ma charged up, not to anyone in particu the idea of calling any special session.
ment news from Washington. While dren will have the money to help
chine in the world—the hearts and lar, but to the general difficulties
we are ready to do all in onr power them in their need but the husband
the consciences of the people of that beset the regulation of the liquor The argument used with the President
to promote any worthy object there
America.” A trifle oratorical, but
to induce him to abandon his first
has to be a limit to the space so used. and father they must mourn. Had
ringing true, all the same.—Boston traffic everywhere. It is one more Idea was that he could accomplish no
instance however, that gives emphasis
We owe sometiiing to our readers.
Herald.
the despondent man waited but a few
good by calling the Oongress in sesliours longer lie would have learned
The valiant and encouraging vic This must be stimulating and en to the idea of a uniform government ison at a Time that would prove
The disaster to.the Russian fleet of the award and been able to live tories of President Roosevelt in his couraging to Mayor Weaver consider- ^ control and regulation of the liquor objectionable to all the members, that
grows in volume as • the later de- with his family for several years in stand for independence, a “square ing the source from whence it comes question which would at last over- as a result they would all come to
BDatcli^c^me in, and*it is a pathetic more material comfort probably, than deal” in the Panama Oanal matter, but he will need to realize that his jxiome the evils of inter-state traffic Washington in a surly or sullen mood
\^d^h‘armust call forth sympathy lie had ever before known. What railroad rate control and tariff revis fight is not yet over and the battle , and conflict of laws on the subject,
and would merely waste time instead
froSthe hardest lieart which says that tragedies there are in common life, ion have met with a decided offset in won. The people may just now be
of getting down to business in advance
THE MARKET SITB^TION.
Bojestvensky was found wounded on and with what great issues of our his yielding to his opponents in giv behind him but the boss and the ma
ot the regular session. The Presir
a destroyer boat after his llagsinp existence a few moments of time may ing up, temporarily at least, the chine are still lurking in the shadows , Gradually the unfavorable features dent has heeded this argument to the
special session of Congress which he and the important question is will |
sank and there captured by the Japs. be freighted.
of the situation are being eliminated. extent above outlined and now the
has so stoutly insisted upon up to the these same people stand behind him '
Jt is indeed a tale of slaughter and
Stock market movements on the Lon opponents of a speoial session are
destruction, with only two ships of Terrible as the war between Russia time of his surrender. There can be and with him steadily and permanent don and local exchanges reflect a ready with arguments for farther de
the Russian squadron left and the and Japan has been and badly as no doubt but that the “ptand patters” ly. Even the people grow tired of belief in financial circles that the lay altnough they may not present
soldiers drifting asliore on the many want to see it end there is a have won a victory in tills surrender exertion and get indifferent after a' crushing defeat of Russia’s navy in them until later in the summer.
wrecks. With the capture of the Rus large number who would also like to of the President and they are propor time in the great work of leading cr tne. Far East will be followed by There is no disguising the fact that
sian Admiral by Togo’;) forces the last see an end to the talk of peace, re tionately elated over the result, while backing up reforms, political and diplomatic negotiations that will the President’s decision is a victory
thing is accomplished to make it a forms in government, and promises of the friends of Roosevelt, or at least economical. Boss Durham has had to result in endling the war. There need for the stand palters. They so regard
larger liberty and greater jnstice.Whioh his admirers, are equally disappointed surrender temporarily and pledge his be no further fear over the possibility it and they are jubilant at having
complete victory.
it has caused the Ozar to make^aud at this apparent weakening of his men to support the mayor in order to of disturbance in the financial mar won the day. It will be remembered
break.
If there has ever been a ruler backbone, as they believe it practical save his face as a political leader, but kets ; that is, as far as the Far East that when, early in the last session,
More important than any other of
ly means the end of the special session the machine is in retirement not
the President called the leader of
the things President Roosevelt has who has talked and promised solnnoh idea. This action of the President abolished and the people are often ern situation is concerned.
This is the season of the year when both houses of Congress to the White
4one since he has occupied the presi in connection with a grjeat war and was as unexpected as it was unusual sporadic in their outbreaks of reform.
dential chair, and he nas done several done so little that he said he would for him and will have a tendency to Mayor Weaver is entitled to Folk’s Wall Street keeps its ears to the House for a conference on the tariff.
that have proved very important, is and so much that was' the opposite weaken the support he has heretofore warm words of enoqnragement but ground for crop news. Alrea'Sy the Speaker Cannon, while protesting
the fact that he has brought not only as Nicholas II has done we have failed received from certain quarters. He some one should also encourage the I crop-killer is abroad with prediction that there „ was not the slightest;
the personality of the nation’s Ohief to notice it in our reading of history. had better have stuck to his original people of Philadelphia and Pennsyl ' of famine yield. To him a wet May necessity of changing a single tariff
Bxeoniive but the highest office of the He has proved an adept in raising the decision, for a leader’s power and vania and engrave upon their minds I means destruction of wheat, corn apd schedule, declared that if any must
land itself into closer and more direct people’s and the nations’ hopes by fame grows faster by forging ahead in and hearts that “eternal vigilenoe is cotton, and he finds a ready Wall be changed it should be done at a
touch with the people than any other promises and then skilfully ignoring a fight than by compromising or re the price of their liberty. ” They Street audience. It is a curious feature speoial session called for the purpose
a certain speculative contingent this spriug. The Speaker’s reason
president. Under the present admin or modifying them, so that the only treating. He can see a good illustra must not only get behind their leader ;■ that
. , .
,
istration the people of the country thing that remains certain about this tion ot this if he will notice the ex and offioial once but stand behind him'I utterly ignores official reports,,, pre for urging a spring session was that
have come nearer than ever before whole war are the many Russian de ample of Mayor Weaver in hie present constantly in order to preserve their ferring always to pin their faith to if it were undertaken to readjust the
the professional crop-killer It was so tariff schedules at a speoial fall ses
to the actual working and the real feats and the continuation of the contest for principle and a ‘ ‘ square present victory. The first test of tliis < j^st
year when corn was declared to sion, or during a regular session, the
nature of the highest office and struggle. He evidently has the idea, deal” for the people.
in the Quaker city will come with the, te a failure—the final actual yield in Democrats in the Senate would pur
and
somewhat
the
inclination,
to
have
Offioial of the land and when the his
election of a sheriff, next November. bushels being nearly the record and posely prolong the debate until so
tory of the period is written in later peace and certain reforms of govern
This will determine whether the pres actual cash value of the crop tar sur close to the fall elections that the
The graduating class of the Norway
passing all records. There is absolute
years it will be said that this was ment but lacks the courage of his
ent revival of decent politics and good
no reason yet disclosed to exjieot business of the country would not
one of the most va^able and distinc better impulses. Under these oondi- High School has this year adopted a citizenship is a real one or a mere out ly
anything but bountiful crops.
tive achievements of President Roose- tions it would be a relief if he would novel substitute for the usual gradua burst of popular indignation and pre The reports of, railroad earnings have time to become readjusted to the
stop his weak and compromising talk tion exercises and made a. radical de
-velt.
present no encouragement for the new schedules and the Republican
tended civic righteousness.
of better things.
advocates of the bear side of specula members of the House would suffer at
parture from the staid, long estabtion. Money market rates have not the polls. The Speaker’s argument
ished
and
unbroken
onstom
of
com
One wonders if Togo will receive
been affected by the final payment on was met by Senator Aldrich however,
Thls
latest
miniature
Aroostook
war
mencement
programs.
This
year
in
such a welcome when he returns It would change the complexion of
Japanese bond account, and at the
home as Dewey did when he entered the great naval I battle a considerable place of the usual graduating parts between the lumber companies of the moment there Is no faster in the with the assurance that there .would
New York. It takes a civilized na and be something of a pity for the and kindred exercises the members of States and New Brunswick over their monetary situation that foreshadows be no unnecessary delay if the speoial
tion to do honor to its defenders,
higher quotations for loans. session were deferred until fall and
liero of the occasion if it should the class will go on a ten days’ trip to logs and booms in the St. John river materially
after all.—Bangor News.
which are obstructing that water Speculatively, there is in the mar- the President abided by. the judgment
Washington,
leaving
Norway
Monday,
prove,
as
all
the
later
accounts
that
We are not so sure about that.
course is as unseemly as it is un . ket a larger short interest than for a of the Senator from Rhode Island.
There are a goodly number scattered come in indicate, that the easy and June 13, following the baccalaureate necessary. Whatever the causes at [long time past. Every talker in Wall
Street is a bear, alT the uracles have
The President has not, despite all
about the country who think the Uni complete victory of Togo was due not sermon on Sunday. This is certainly a issue and whichever the parties to sold stocks they do not own and which
reports to the contrary, taken any
unique
oommenoement
program,
so
much
to
great
prowess,
desperate
ted States made as much of a fool of
they must buy back to
notable departure from the regular blame, and both probably are, there ultimately
make their delivery contracts good.— steps toward the promotion of peace
Itself and Dewey after his victory as courage, remarkale strategy, expert
is
little
excuse
in
this
enlightened
age
between Kussia and Japan. Much as
It bestowed honor upon him. We gunnery, etc., etc., on the Japanese custom. We have heard of various of law, courts and tribunals of arbi Uorey, Millixen & Go. Letter.
he would like to further the cause of
other plans for changing the usual
side
as
to
disoraer,
treachery,
mutiny,
should not like to liave the degree or
order of graduation exercises and have tration for spiteful retaliation by Can’t be perfect health without peace in the Orient he is powerless to
the quality of our civilization meas rank inoompetenoy, oowardios and
seen some of them carried out occa violence and the attempt to secure pure blood. Burdock Blood Bitters do anything in that direction without
perverse
weather
and
sea
conditions
ured wholly by the welcome we gave
sionally,
to the improvement of the justice by wreaking vengeance. It makes pure blood. Tones and invig a direct request from tho Ozar and
to Dewey after his very notable ex on the Russian side. It is now said
orates the whole system.
even then it is questionable if he
occasion,
but this action of the Nor is the method of school boys and
ploit and we should not be surprised that everything, even the natural ele
toughs
and
not
of
fnllgrown
and
real
could accomplish anything. The Jap
way school breaks onr record and
ments,
were
against
Rojesvtensky,
his
if Japan honored Togo in a manner
A GrPSY TRICR..
men.
According
to
the
Portland
anese
are determined that they will
must
certainly
be
the
pioneer
in
as fully in accord with moderation, ships having to fight with the sun
It is presumed that a day or so be have no more to do with intermedi
Press:
Maine
in
radical
graduation
program
good judgment and real civilization beliind them and fire with the wind
This row, like the former bloodless fore there could have been found in a aries, or even with Russian minis
reform. The value of the change is a
as was that in which we as a nation while the Japs faced the sun and shot
Aroostook war, grows out of the gypsy oam^ not far away a broken ters, unless the Czar selects an Inter
question
which
may
be
open
to
legiti
northeastern boundary, or rather out winded and weather beaten plug of a mediary who will guarantee the
showed our appreciation of the hero against the wind, so that to defeat
of Manila Bay. Slie certainly will him was nothing but the easy task of mate debate. At first thougiit it of the conditions left by the settle horse worth perhaps £6 in open mar observance of good faith by the Czan
The Japanese claim that Russia
of that question. By the Ash
jiot exceed onr indulgence in senseless superior opportunity and natural Ad would seem as though a pleasure trip ment
ket. Then began such a grooming, intimated that she was prepared to
burton
treaty
of
1843
it
was
provided
j
to
Washington
or
any
other
distant
•^‘gush” on that occasion.
\ vantages. It would be too bad if
that along the portion of the St. John clipping, polishing and doctoring as discuss peace terms after the battle of
Togo’s glory should not prove to be as point had no very close connection river forming
the international j must rank among the fine arts. Mane Laio Yiang and then when Japan
great as has been painted, and his ad with what pupils had achieved in boundary “the navigation of said i and tail were' miracles of braiding, showed her hand she immediately
The Bangor papers are waging a mirers and the supporters of the Jap their coarse in the High School, but river shall be free and open to both
ordered Rojestvensky from Madagasstrenuous and worthy tight over the anese cause will continue to allow it on further reflection it may appear to jiarties, and shall in no manner be intertwined with fresh straw and ker to Vladivostok. It is further
pointed out that when Great Britain,
question of the location of the new to him until further reliable reports have advantages over the old method obstrunted by either,” and that the fetchingly beribboned. Into the agreed
to arbitrate the Dogger Bank
of both countries along crowded village was led a mettlesome
. library building in tliat city. Our indicate otherwise, But one can of conducting graduating exercises. inhabitants
the upper river and its tributaries and shining steed, carefully escorted, incident Great Britain agreed that if
sister city seems to bo liaviug much hardly repress a sigh of sympathy for It will save much fuss and worr.y, should have free access into and
an Englishman were found guilty he
trouble over deciding on a suitable poor Rojestvenksy.
and some expense, over gradantion through the river with their produce. too valuable, forsooth, to be put up should be punished and Count LamsThat is clear enough, and as the for sale. After the horse was tied dorff agreed for Russia that if the
site which to nn outsider seems un
gowns and suits, floral displays and treaty
Russian officers were found guilty
is part of the supreme law it
necessary. But whatever the diffi
social functions, and the public will must be obeyed. Now the St. John near a popular boarding house, three they should be punished. The blame
culties in the way and tl)e merits and
Congresauiau Littlefield was using be spared the flood of eloquence and forms the international boundary for or four rustics strolled up to the was ultimately placed on the Russians
demerits of tlie case one thing is cer Ills ability to good purpose and wisdom that is poured upon it when a hundred miles or so on the north of owner of the beast who looked to be and the Czar refused to make good
tain, there ought not to be any neces directing his constituents’ minds in the “parts” are delivered as in the Maine. It is olaimed^^by the New all “hayseed.” They looked the the promise of his Minister by pun
Brunswick lumbermen' that the “bargain” over, shook their heads in ishing thein. For these reasons it is
sity in so largo and enlightened a city the right direction when in his old stylo commencement program.
clearly intimated that there must be
American lumber oompaiiiHS operating I ,.
. .
^ ^
i. •
along the river have obstructed navi-1 disappointment that no dickering was every assurance of good faith on the
as Bangor for the newspapers to have speech at the Lake Mohonk interna
to wage such a ^ght to preserve a tional arbitration oonferenco Wednes The public ownership idea will not gation with their booms. If that is possible and drifted into the taproom part of Russia and that the Cazr him
park lu its midst. The value of even day he said he would rather have had seem to down in the United States in so, they have a substantial grievance)of the “pub.” Presently other far- self must take the initiative before
a good case, but the use of vio- j mgi-g prioxed up their ears and want- any effeotive peace movement can be
small parks as beauti tiers and liealth- the seven million dollars appropriated spite of the oriticism against it and and
undertaken.
lenoe does not seem the best way to
giving features of cities ought in this for battlesliips by the last Congress the capital many are disposed to make redress the grievance. To blow up a ed to see the horse. And so it went
age to be so thoroughly established devoted to a new United States against it out of the situation in boom may serve indeed to arouse at on until the cleverly disguised gypsies STOLE MONEY TO STEOULATE.
that no city governmout or building Supreme Court building in Washing Ohioago. The Mnnioiapl Ownership tention ; and Indeed it is ooujeotured who made up the original bunch of
that the motive is to compel the “rustics” had created a strong under
committee would ever think of tak ton. 'riiough it is not so popular to League of New York has decided to bringing
New York, June 6.—Thomas G. Wy
of proceedings in the New
ing one for the slte'of a public build say it there are a good many who will send a committee composed of Will Brunswick courts. But if the treaty current of interest toward the trans lie, aged 23, was committed to the
Elmira reformatory after pleading
ing. 'Bangor ought to have a good agree with him that noble court iam R. Hearst, J. G. Phelps Stokes has been violated—and there is some formed “plug. ”
location for its new library but let bnildings are better for our 'nation and G. Augustus Haviland to visit the reason to suspect that it has been— The first show of cash came from guilty to tho theft of 34 $1000 bOBM
will no doubt attend to the among these masquerading farmers, N:en tho Lawyers’ Title Insuraneo and
the city by all means preserve its and the World, than more great bat various cities of Europe where it has Oongress
matter as soon as possible. Mean
whose identity lurked only in the Teuwt company, Wylio was omploycd
tleships.
Notwithstanding
the
argn
parks..
been adopted to study its workings while onr friends over the border midnight eye and shifty glance with by the company and on May 8 took the
meuts that are put forth by President and report on .the methods and re should remember that the dynamite
seourltloo, on which kt raised fll.OOO
argument is seldom oonvinciug.
the true gypsy slant la the corner of in cash, which he soon lost In Wkll
Notwithstanding Togo’s reply to Roosevelt and many able seconds sults. Mr. Bryan has also announced
it.
And
after
hours
of
palaver,
over
^
the imperial rescript of commenda there is still a lurking sense of incon his purpose of taking a trip abroad
many mugs of beer, it was one of street speculation.
tion, “That we gained a success be gruity in the mind between all the in the near future for the same pur Maine with her Sturgis Commission these “made-up” Hodges who olcsed
BIO
STEAMER
A8H01UB.
the deal, bought the horse and paid
yond our expectation is due to the oratorical and well meant talk about pose. There can certainly be no ques and thd litigation over the publica for
it in ostentations sovereigns. The
New York, Juno 6.—A big ineemlng
brilliant virtue of Your Majesty and international arbitration, the reign of tion but that if the idea is going to tion of liquor advertisements in her genuine farmer for whom the bait
peace
and
the
end
of
war,
and
the
to the protection of the spirits of
spread and the practice of it grow it papers is not having all the trouble was oast, oould not withstand this steamship has gone ashore off Point
your imperial auoestors and not to enthusiasm for a great navy. If our is a good thing for as many as can and exoitement incident to the tem evidence of a “rare bargain,” and Lookout, near Freeport, L. I. The
the more eager now that it had slip steamship is supposed to be a liner, but
the action of any human being,’’ we groat leaders really believe in one why to know all there ^s to be known perance question. Vermont and New ped
out of his grasp. Therefore it It has been impossible to learn her.
do
they
not
stop
talking
so
mnoh
still have the feeling over in this nuabout its actual workings as soon as Hampshire are also experiencing a was got long before the “fake” buyer name. The sen was running extremely
about
the
other?
Buppoiting
the
two
sentimental western world that the
possible. If it is a bad principle such little of the difficulty, with a possi was offered a bonus of £1 to let go of Illgh and the people of Freeport dared
well, trained and brave Japanese sea ideas is a strange mixture of contrary knowledge will minimize the evils of bility of inter-state complications. his purchase, held out for £8, got it, not venture far enough out In boats to
men and gunners and the high explo principles and the urging of two op its praotioo and tend to check its The town of Hinsdale, N. fi., in ac and vanished as if on wings. —Outing. learn anything about the stranded ves
sel.
sive quality of their projeotlles as posing forces at one and the same progress an(^ if it is a good one, as a cordance with the local option law
well as the high-grade guns of the time.
growing number believe it is, this of the state,' voted for licenses and AVOID THE “SURE-THING” TIP.
GRAFTER FINED $2000.
For three days the weather man
Japanese ships had rather more to do
information will add to its snooess the sale of liquor has been going on.
If it proves true that Charles J. from the start. And it is worth while The town of Brattleboro, Vt., only a predicted rain which didn't oome.
with the wiping out of the Russian
.Grand! Rapids, Mich., Jun« 0.—Lant
Then he got mad and said it would
Seet than snuh iqt^jgflble and mysti Bonaparte of Baltimore is to succeed to be reminded, in view of the pro short distance away, voted against be clear, the result being a steady K. Salisbury, formerly city attorney,
cal things as “the brilliant virtue” Secretary Morton in the Cabinet on gress the idea is making, of the fact lioense and as a result the New downpour. Moral: Never bet on was sentenced by Judge Wolcott to jtay
a fine of $2000. Salsbury was con
of the Mikado aind “the spirits” of July let it must be counted as a ten- that the adoption of this policy in Hampshire town has been doing a “aure-thing” tips.—Bangor News.
victed of entering into a criminal conbis imperial ancestors. These things strike for the President in the matter Oiiicago was not due chiefly to the tbriying business selling intoxicants
aplMair
secure a water oantract from'Tian’t
aafe
to
be
a
day
without
Dr.
of
appointments.
It
would
be
difficult
may do very well for purposes of
Sooialist or Demooratio or Independ to certain citizens of the Vermont Thomaa’ Eoleotrio Oil in the honae. tho oltgtoand
ef aeetjptinf $76,000 or a
sentiment or a kind of religion * bat to name ^ man of greater legal and ent Repnblioan political party de town and the temperance advocates j Never oan tell what moment an acci portion of that aiaotnkt ^m the aflont
for winning naval battles we are in- iutelleotual »billty, of higher ideals mands or agitation but to the per- there have risen In ‘rebeUion and de dent ia going to happen.
Of the water deal Otomoter.
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THE JUNIOR

COMMANDER PEARY’S LECTURE.

promenade.

SYSTEMIC GITARRH

*

SQ^yxiy;

Pills* The one great rule of
UNDERSTOOP
health—Have daily movements
An Intensely Interested Audience Lis This Annual Function Held Monday
of thebowels. Andtheone great
Evening at Elk’s Hall and a Decided'
tened to the Famous Explorer’s
medicine—Ayer’s Pills, Ayer’s
Snpoess.
Claims Many Thousands. A Tragedian’s Thanks to Pc-ro-na,,
Graphic Account of Trips in Search
Pills. Sold in all parts cf the I
The EIks hall Monday evening was
world for 60 vears,
Lowest
of Pole.
the scene of one of the prettiest parties
Those who anticipated a rare enter that has ever been hold there, the
The city is being billed for the ap tainment of the highest order in going event being the annual Dolby Junior
pearance of Frank A. Robbins’ oirons to the Peary lecture were not disap Promenade. The hall which is beau
wbioh visits tlie city Thursday, June pointed in the slightest when they tiful iu itself was made ' more so by
listened to him - in the Opera house the tasty arrangement of bnntiiig,
89.
Friday evening. There was an audi electric lights and streamers also, silk
Mr. S. H.. Rnssell returned Sat Mrs. William Bray who has bean
ence that well filled the large auditor college and’tl’aternity banners which
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
urday from .a week’s fishing trip to
ium and for considerable over an hour
West Carry pond. He reports the ' Charles Maxfield for a few days, has it hung -with intense interest upon the were hung with great effect around
tlie hall.
returned to her home in Belfast.
fishing as fine.
words and pictures of tbs lecturer as
Mr. and Mrs. George K. Bontelle The intentions of marriage of he descried the wonders and terrors ot Pomroy's orchestra Of seven pieces
left for Denver, Colorado, Saturday Sprague W. Taylor of Fairfield Ytnd that frozen and unexplored region furnished exoelleut mnsio for the
j Miss Mary Inez Jackson of this city around the North Pole which has Older of 80 dances and several extras.
on a pleasure trip of two weeks.
There were abont 76 conples present,
' have been filed with the city clerk.
Mrs. George Marr entertained
tempted so many explorers in the past,
The clerks at Soper’s store with a and which be is now preparing Ito there being many out of town people
small party of friends at n iunoheon
few
invited frjends enjoyed a social make a fifth voyage to, - in the hope of among the nnmber.
at her home Friday in honor of Mrs.
dance on the third floor of the bnild- being able to reach the point that has The patronesses were Mrs. L C.
W. T. Morrill.
Cornish, Mrs. N. L. Bassett, Mrs. W.
Miss Connie Manley has returned ,
Monday night. Tho music for heretofore baffled all attempts to at C. Philbrook, Mrs. E. W. Boyer, Mrs.
^
dancing
was
furnished
by
three
street
tain. The lecture consisted of a sim
from Worcester, Mass., where she has
C. W. Abbott and Mrs. J. W. Black.
been for medical treatment. She is musicians consisting of a harp, violin ple, direct, and unoratoriual account The committee having the affair in
;
and
fiute.
The
music
was
delightful
of the scientific, geographical and
much improved.
charge was, O. N. Meader, J. W.
and a fine time was enjoyed.
practical significance of attempting to
Harry Vose left Monday morning for
Coombs, E. P. Craig, E. C. Lincoln
discover the Pole, with graphic and
Lake Auburn where ho will run a I
and A. G. Robinson.
interesting descriptions of the coun
CITY
HAS
NEW
SECRET
ORDER.
photograph studio this summer for
try, conditions and problems of ex
his father, 8. S. Vose.
A Tribe of Improved Order of Red Men ploration in the frozen region, all
The intentions of marriage of Geo.
finely illustrated with maps, charts
Instituted Here.
A. Sturtevant of this city and Miss
and beautiful plates.
Messalonskee Tribe, No. 101, I. O.
Edith Hinds of Wiuthrop have been
At the meeting of the Oracle board
O. R. M. was instituted in the city Commander Peary began nis lecture
filed with the city clerk.
Mottday,
the following names were j
by
stating
a
few
things
about
the
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Lyon, who have last Friday evening by Frank H. Jor North Pole? what it is and what it is brought up for approval by the Oolby |
dan,
Grand
Saohem,
of
Fryebnrg,
and
Oracle Absuoiatiou: For editor-in-1
been passing a few days in the city
not, and the points of interest and
Artliur G. Robinson, ’06, of'
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Colby William E. St. .Tohn, Grand Chief of importance in its discovery. He then chief,
Waferville; for manager. Burr T.
Getciiell, returned Monday morning to Records, of Portland. There were 36 showed maps and charts illustrating Jones, ’07, of Nortli Windsor; for
charter members and the following
their home in Brunswick.
secretary ot the board, J. F. Mathews,
officers
of the new organization were the region of the Arctic sea and the 08.
Mrs. Seth L. Milliken was the guest
routes of all the important expeditions
,
The Glee and Mandolin olnbs gave
of friends in the city a shore time elected:
tlfat have been made np to the present
Prophet,
Weston
B.
Smiley.
an exoelleut ' concert last Saturday
Monday forenoon. She was on her
time in search of the Pole, his own evening at No. Vassalboro. Tlie
Saohem, Herman E. Davidson.
way to her home in Belfast from
Senior Sagamore, Berton Jenne.ss.
four voyages among them, and de honse was crowded and many local
Washington, D. C., where she spent Ji}.nior Sagamore, W. W. Cole.
ROBERT DOWNilMG, THE FAMOUS TRAGEDIAN.
scribed fully the results and details of hits were given, to the amnsemeut of
Chief of Records, Wyman Small.
the wliole andiouoe.
the winter.
each.
This
was
followed
by
an
aoKeeper ot Wampum, J. E. Small.
In speaking of Periina, Robert Down a hot dressing room to a draughty
The work on Foss Hall is progress
Miss Mary A. Bradlee has finished
connt of his plan of oampaigu in the
Colleger, Chas. F. Longman.
ing rapidly and it is thonght that ing, the famous tragedian, says:
‘‘ stage.
her first year at Miss Lucy Wheelock’s
Meetings will be held Friday even fifth expedition he is to start upon everything
will be.completed before it
•‘To sum It up Peruna has done mo
“You
may
notice
that
persons
in
poor
school for Kindergarten training in ing each week in Modern Woodmen’s abont tne 16tb of July, a description is dedicated. The oontraotors expect
more good than any tonic I have ever
Boston, and arrived home Saturday I hall, and the new order starts off aus- of bis speoially built and equipped to be through by the last of this health always find the heat most intol taken, "—Robert Downing,
this I avoid by using Peruna. I
niglH for the summer vacation. Miss I pioionsly in this city.
ship. The Roosevelt, with which he week, aud all that will remain to be erable;
know by tho thermometer that the Dr. Hartman was tho first physician,
done
is
to
pappr
aud
finish
np
the
Daisy Day of the ' same class is also
hopes to win the coveted prize of disrooms. Workmen will begin this weather is hot, yet I have felt the heat in the United States to accurately de
cnj^ry. The lecturer then described week on this job.
scribe systemic catarrh. His remedy^
home for the summer.
less this summer than ever.
COMMENCEMENT FOR COBURN.
Peruna, tho only systemio catarrh remthe tribe of Eskimos that lives the
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Marsh enter
”/ find Peruaa a preventative against
The following is the program of the
all sudden summer Ills that swoop upon eay yet devised, is now known all over
tained the members of Kennebec oommencemeht exercises for Dobnrn farthest north of any human beings on
one in changing climates and water. the civilized world.
MAY DEFY GOVERX’MENT.
County Congregational Ministers As-1 Classical Institute begining Snnday,' the globe, and with whom be is to
It la the finest traveling companion and Write for a copy of Dr. Hartman’s
work and receive assistance in this
Booiation and their wives and ladies
June 11, and ending Satnroay, June his latest venture to the Pole, the Czar.Invites Further Disaster by I’to- safeguard against malarial influences. latest book, ontltlcd,“Chronic Catarrh.**
at the club house Tuesday. The time
“The cooling action of Peruna on tho Address Dr. Hartman, President ot
bibitlng Zemstvo Congress.
dogs, sledges and equipment with
mucous membrane makes it Invaluable The Hartman Sanitarium, ColumbuSp
was passed very pleasantly in a social 17:
SUNDAY, JUNE 11.
'St. PeSc-rsburg, June 6.—The meet to actors and singors, as it docs away Ohio,
^
way. A delightful lunch was served 10.30 a. m, Baptist Ohnroh, Bacca which he is to make the journey, acd
ing
of the ull-Kussiau zemstvo cougresii, with that tendency to sudden hoarseness Alicorresponpenco held strictly OOBof
the
nature
of
the
region
he
must
at noon.
laureate Sermon, Rev. i
traverse, the obstacles and dangers he called for today, for which 280delegates so apt to overtake one on emerging from fldcntial.
E. C. Whittemore, D. D.
The members of the Free Baptist
must face and the kind of life be and from various zemstvos and municipa'U
THURSDAY, JUNE 16.
society were moving their church
furniture Tuesday from the hall 9. SO a. m Last Chapel of the Senior his companions mast live while on ties, including the mayors of 25 cities,
Class.
tne trip.
arrived here yesterday, aud at which
which they have been occupying at
8.00 p. m. Baptist Church, Junior
Of his own part,in
this and his it was proposed! tef Introduce resolu
No. 66 Main street, to their new
Prize Exhibition.
previous explorations Commander tions calling for the Immediate ces'uchapel on Getohell street. Services
FRIDAY, JUNE 16.
Peary said far too little, for the inter- tloD of hostilities, has been probiblted.
will be held for the first time in the 10.00 a. m. Baptist
Ohnroh, Class ets and delight of bis audience, which
The order of prohibition, which a."new church next Sunday.
Day Fxercises of the
rived
.only late last night, has aroused
manifested as great admiration for the greatest
Senior Class.
indignation and reseutThe members of the Comns club
3.00 p. m. Baptist Ohnrqb, Graduat him as it did wonder at the things he .ment. Very many of the delegates are
went to Gleason’s Monday night
ing Exercises of the Senior told about. His exceeding modesty determined to defy the govewiment and
where they partook of a six o’clock
Class.
in speaking of himself and 'bis to proceed with the congress, In which
dinner which had been especially pre 7.30 p. m. Alumni Reception at Elm
Best House Paint.
aobievemeuts was a oommendable and case trouble may be expected. The
Hotel.
wood
pared for them by Mrs. Gleason. The
8.30 p. m. Alnmni Dinner at Elm pleasant feature of the leotnre, though more radical of the delegates are jirodinner consisted of six courses and
wood Hotel.
his hearers would have been glad to posing measures ofl an extreme type
was a most elegant as well as' elab
'^HERE is no excuse for putting any paint on your
and there Is the greatest anxiety over
Saturday, june 17.
orate spread, after the usual order of 10.00 a. m. Meeting of Board of have heard more of his personal part the probable developments today.
in the great" work of exploration in
house other than “Red vSeal" Pure White Lead.
those served by Mrs. Gleason.
/The Union of Russian JournaUsts
Trustees at the Bontelle this wonderful region of the globe.
Library.
yesterday chartered a steamer and
Notices have been posted at the car
The leotnre was of the greatest in cruised in the X’eva for six hours .so as
Nothing else is as good—nothing else is as cheap
shops which are causing a broad smile
terest from the first to the last word to hold a meeting fred from police In
MORE OF THE SAME KIND.
of satisfaction upon the faces of the
(by^he year). All this has been proven.
both in the personality of the speaker terference. The meeting passed a resoemployers. In substance they are as , Last week the Jonrnal stated that and the .fascinating nature of his sub luUon dqmauding a constituent us.scm-<
follows: Beginning with Monday, bills aggregating |15,000 or an equal ject, and all who were present went bly and hailing the advent of a Russian
Sold by all Reputable Dealers.
June 6, the shops will close every of three mills of taxation had been away feeling highly profited and well revolution.
afternoon at 5.80 and on Saturdays at passed over to the present adminis repaid for their time and cost In ■/The czar’s uskase virtually creating
4.00 o’clock, and peginning July 1, tration by that of Mayor Davis. In attending. It’was a most enjoyable Governor General Treijoff dictator
the shops will close at noon every Sat asmuch as the gentlemen of that ad and flttipg close to a season that has has given rise to a mighty sensat^
urday during the months of July and ministration claimed that the street given the people of the oity four of It Is the Imperial recognition of'ilie
crisis In the Internal affairs of Russia.
August.
commissioner had lived within his the best leotnres ear oonntry has liad “Reaction and repression” will doubt
A pretty wedding took place at the appropriation, it may be well to state to offer the x>a8t year.
less be the quick Interpretation put up
on the czar's act as soon as it be
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Dearborn, here that np to the first of the present
comes known to the liberals.
23 Western avenue, Saturday evening, month, bills of last year’s street com
AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS.1
The ukase came like a bolt from a
when. Eugene W. Bradbury of Fair- missioner amonuting to f430 have
clear sky. M. Boullgan, miuister of
"V
field and Mattie B. Folsom of this been paid by the present administra
the Interior, could not face the liunil'lacity were united in marriage by Rev. tion.—Waterville Correspondent Lew George M. Twitohell Has Optimistic tlon
and liiimediately resigned and lt,l8
O. W. Bradlee, pastor of the Metho iston Jonrnal.
View—A Good Word For Fanners not Improbable that other ministers
dist church. The ceremony was wit
will follow suit. It Is rumored that
and Praise For Prof. Hitohings.
nessed by a small party of the near
Count Lamsdorff, the foreign miuisier,
ASSAULT
IS
CHARGED.
est relatives. Refreshments were
In an interview with the Lewiston has already placed his resignation in Patterns For Children’s Pity Gar
ments by Martha Dean—Nos.
served./
Jonrnal
Geo. M. Twitchell speaks in the hands of the czar. Admiral A'exrather of Bnby Bralvy Has Farmhand
leff has also demanded the acceptance
4586 and 4325
the
following
enconragiug
manner
on
The annual Coburn Alnmni recep
Placed Under Arrest.
of his demission.
How much more pleasuro will the little
onr
agricnltnral
o^look:
tion and banquet will be held at the
men and women have if their summer
Canaan, X. /H., June (i.—Frank
“With yonr long experieoce what is KIXG ALFDNSO IN LONDON. wardrobes contain a change of garments
Elmwood hotel on Friday evening, Tobine, u furiiiband In the employ of your
ocinion regataing .our agricul
like these! Such garments will not only
June 16. The reception will be from August Bra ley, was placed under nr- tural condition and the general out
prove a blessing to the children, but tho
rx)ndon, June 0.—Alfonso XIII, King j mother
may take comfort In tho fact that,
8 to 9 o’clock, to be followed by the le.st here on u warrant sworn out by look?”
of
Spain,
was
welcomed
to
England,
matter how deep the water the chil
banquet. Hon. A. M. Spear, who is libs employer, charging assault and bat “There never was a year when the with the most elaborate of ceremonies, | ao
dren wade In or how many mud pies are
of Maine had so mnoh laud
there are no pretty white dresses
president of the association, will pre tery. Xoblne will be taken to Grafton farmers
under the plow as today. Given fair every detail .of which was supervised; mode,
being soiled. The question of laundry is
side at the post prandial exercises, end given a hearing.
ly good growine weather and the har by King Edward himself. If only thej onatber point In faver of dark colored
which is a guarantee of the excellent
The assault Is said to have taken vest wilt be a record oreaker. The weather had been propitious the cele-1 holiond oloth, denim, duck and linen, and
qnality of this part of the program. place at the Bral^ farm, during which, reason for this is that of aggressive bratlon would probably have been the they will stand any mnount of wear.
Slses, No. 4C86, 8, 4 and 8 years; No.
abroad which promises to do so most brilliant ever accorded a foreign
The list of speakers will be announced the police state, Tobine declared he ness
mnoh for our agrionltnre not alone visitor to England. A deluge of rain 4826, I, 4, 6, 8 and 10 years.
would
put
Braley
“where
the
baby
later.
in crop prodnotion bat in oorreoting at Portsmouth and at I»ndon, how
DIRECTIONS FOR ORDEMNG
was.” A child of Mr. and Mrs. Braley growing
in the pnblio life of ever, marred.a1IthB spectacqlar effects.
Bend 20 cents to this office, give numbers
Mr. Jonas T. Thing, a prominent myatarlously disappear^ some six the statA evils
Onr implement dealers
of these patterns, Nos. 4886 and 4228, and
oontraotor of Providenoe, R. L, was weeks ago, and no trace of it has been have this year sold special farm mastate slses desired. They will then be sent
HAMLIN
DRAWS
OUT.
found,
although
diligent
search
has
in the city calling oh friends Sat
ohinery by the carload, potato plant
to you by mall postpaid. Or either of the
patterns will be sent for 10 cents. Be sure
urday. Mr. Thing formerly lived in been made of the neighborhood by the ers, corn planters, improved harrows
Gloucester Mus., June 0.—Chair ta write plainly and always give full od-,
and onltivators. All unite in prothis city but left here in 1860 and has authorities and ptrlvate parties.
Several days must be allowed for
nonnoing the demand phenomenal. man Flahi y ef the Democratic state dress..
The
police,
who
are
again
Infhstb
not been baok sinoe. In talking to a gating the matter, are hoping that the This means more and better work. committee has received the resignation daltvsry of pattern.
Mail reporter today he pointed ' ont bearing at Grafton may lead to an lui- The prioes realized tor cream and of Charles S. Hamlin of Boston as a
the large elm trees standing near Hon. ravelllng of the mystery surrounding bntter still stimnlate the diary indus member^of the state committee. Fla
try, and Maine’s enviable reputation herty declines to say whether Haui/llD
W. T. Haines’ reMdenoe on Appleton the child’s disappeaxance.
is daily being strengthened. We must has ascribed any reason for bis with
The Pattern Department! JSvening Mail Offloe.
street and said that be set them out
not overlook. the grand i service ren drawal.
NHW
FOREST
nBflaRVB.
Hamlin
has
been
one
of
tho
many years ago when employed here
dered and being rendered by the de
For the 10 cents inolosed please send pattern to the
active workers on the state com
in the city.
Wasblngton, Xine A—President partment at Augusta. Maine is for- most
mittee
for
many
years..
During
Cleve
following
address:
tnnate
in
its
oommissioner
of
agrioulRoosevelt has preelalmed a new ferest
The regular meeting of Sileuoe Meervt in OaHforila te be known as tare and dairy instmotor, and the in- land’s administration Hanllln was as
Pattern No..
Howard Hayden Chapter, D. A. R, was the Lassen Peak reserve, which coven fluenoe of these two is being felt sistant secretary of the treasury.
throaghont
the
state
for
the
good
of
SIZE.........................
held with Mrs- A. F. Drummond at part of the northern Mem Nevada the indnstry. There was another im
897 MILES IN 17 HOURS.
her cottage, “Drummond Lodge,’’ range mad eontatas ai fraetlon ••dai portant step taken the past winter by
NAMEv.......... .................................
North Belgrade, Monday effternoon. 000,000 aeeea.
the state, that of stringent legislation
Ohlcago, June G.—A Pennsylvania
ADDRESS...........................
••.......................
There were 13 members present. Mrs. AN AVTO’S gbba¥ PunroK. against insect pests, and to protect railroad train broke all records for fast
nursery
stook,
and
here
Commissioner
traveling
between
New
York
and
UM'Waterhouse of Oakland, California,
OITY AND STATE.....................................................
Oilman was again able to make a Mfo by nuking the run of 887 miles
OoelsooteB, O.. JVae 6.—Wttk their happy
,who is a member of--^be oirder in that
selection
for
state
entomoloIn 17 Uonrs flat. The feat was sccoui
state was the gnest of honor. A fire WiffWlte spring 40 mfies an heiu. lst. In the person of Prof. E. F, pHabed
by one.specltl train running
■•lomehtUats
were
dashed
ever
[itohings
of
WatervillA
In
him
the
course dinner was enjoyed at 6.80 * lO-toet enhaBlNDent and nevaraiy ti^
from Naw York Plttsborg In 8 hours
people
will
find
a
faithful,
oapable
o’olook and the return to this oity J|nd fay tia bresAlnc of the freot Isle. aud tborongbly devoted 00-laborer and so minutes and another making
NOTE—All patterns are nulled direct to suhsoribers from New York.
takes four or nve davs from the time the order.Is reoelred before'the pstwas made on the 8 o’olook train. All
Wn* at for better oondltionB and greater pro- Uw ran from nttsblirg to Obiesgo In It
tero will reach yonr address.
t hours and 10 mtnntos.
xeport a very enjoyable time.
___
teotion.”
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Hood’s

Sarsaparilla is unquestiona*
bly the greatest blood and
liver medicine known. 16
IKMntively and permanently
cores every humort from
Simples to Scroftila.^ I6 b

HOW IT WILL EFFECT TBE LAKE.
Interesting Estimate of Eennebeo Wa
ter District’s Draft on China Lake.
Its Eew Sonroe of Supply.

MUNICIPAL
OFFICERS MEET

f ....

GIVEN A PLEASANT SURPRISE, I

THE BILLS ROLLING IN.

Healthy

70

Friends of Sumner Rowe Call Upon Waterville Correspondent of Lewiston
A Good Record for **L. F*s,**
Journal Tells of Legacy Left the
Him Unezpeotedly Thursday Night
Present Administration by Last
and Leave a Fine Present.
March 23, 1904.
Dear Sirs;—
Democratio One.
About forty friends and neighbors

The effect of the Eennebeo Water
of Snmner Bowe called on hiiu very
District’s draft on the supply of water
Proposition of N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. Re- nnexpectedly Thursday evening at his
in China Lake is arousing some com
home, which he has just remodeled,
ment and for the benefit of the curious
cefyed Thoisday Night.
and gave him a surprise party. Mr.
we give the following statement in
Bowe was taken entirely by surprise
regard thereto:
the'BesL
and after lie had gotten over this ex
Tlie area of the lake is 6}^ square
perience and had everytliing moving
miles or 4000 aorea Each acre con
smoothly be was given another sur
tains 48,660'square feet or a total of
prise by'having a team bapk np to the
174.340.000 squ^e feet.
door and a fine sideboard unloaded as
A cubic foot of water contains 7>^
gallons, therefore one foot on..the sur Company to Put Own Wires Under- a little token of esteem Irom the
^onnd and Also a Duet for the assembled gnests. Mr. Bowe thanked
face of the lake equals 1,806,800,000
his friends for the beantifnl gift in a
gallons. The District draws daily
City’s Use.
few well chosen words. After the
1.600.000
gallons
or
a
total
of
447,600,Mrs. Joseph Tyler who has been
surprises were all sprang the re
Tlsiting relatives in Gardiner for the 000 per year. This draft lowers the
mainder of the evening was passed
past week, has returned to her home water in the lake 187 ten thousandths
Another step in the progress of the very pleasantly with games and in
of
an
inch
per
day
or
4
1-10
inches
in
in this city.
negotiations for putting the wires of social talk. Befreshments were served
Mr. E. P. Hitohings went to Man a year.
tbe N. E. Tel. and TeL Oo. in this and a very pleasant evening was
As the mean annual rain fall is
chester Thursday to inspect the
city underground, the first annonnee- passed by all.
orchard of Mr. Pope. Mr. Pope" has about 44 inches, the lake is not likely ment of which was made exclusively
to bo seriously affected by the present
the largest orchard in the state.
in The Evening Mail several weeks
rate of consumption.
GAVE THEIR FLCWERS.
ago, was taken Thursday evening at a
Webster Williams has bought of
It is to be noted in this connection
The following is the list of pupils
Edward W.' Olarjk the honse and lot that engineers in estimating the capac special meeting of the mnnioipal
son
of the city who
on Wiestern avenue which Mr. Olark- ity of a fiow from a given stream take officers, called 4to receive the com in the pnblio sonools
oontributed flowers for the Memorial
recently purchased of Charles H. account of the area of the water shed pany’s proposition.
•
The telephone company presented Day exercises Tuesday:
Vigne.
excluding the lake surface, as scien
WESTERN
AVENUE.
the
plans
as
drawn
by
its
engineers,
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Lewis of Wash tific experiments show that evapora
Etta Ellis, Florence Donnelly, Geo.
ington, D. O., arrived in tbe city Fri tion on the surface of standing water showing the rentes of the conduits to Donnelly,
Alonzo Page, Norman Has
be
the
same
as
have
already
been
pub
day where they will pass
the is equal to the rain fall. So that if
kell, Willis Merrill, Alice Bowden,
summer. They are stopping at the Ohina Lake or any other similar body lished in Tbe Evening Mail, with the Ohritsine MoGann,Sidney Wentworth,
exceptions that the one on Oollege Charles Vigne, Bertie Merrill, Mavis
Elmwood.
of water had neither outlet or inlet it
avenne will be extended to Ash street Willey,
Miss Ella Smiley very pleasantly would remain at substantially the
MYRTLE STREET.
and tne one on Main street to Ohaplin
entertained a party of friends at her same level from year to year.
Grade I. —Fred Libbey,
Hazel
street. The company agrees to do the
home on Sherwin street Thursday
Mabel
work in a manner satisfactory to the Fooler, Hazel Prondman,
LADIES
evening to a chafing dish spread.
Cowan, Marcia Crommett, Boy JackAUXILURY MEETS.
municipal officers or their representa son, Olida Raymond, Henrv Frinoe,
Games were played and a very pleas
tive and further, to put in and main Erwin Carter, Lena Toulouse, Ralph
Regular Meeting Ladies Auxiliary
ant evening was enjo.ved.
tain at its own expense a dnot, not Young, Helen Marshall, RenaPressey.
Brotherhood Locomotive Engineers less than three inches in diameter to
Mrs. Charlotte Davies, mother of
Grade II.—Alphonse Tnrootte, Clara
Libbey,
Joseph Pooler, Christine Rey
Mrs. H. L . Emery, who suffered a
Held Here Thursday.
carry the city’s fire alarm and other nolds, Madeline . Priest, H4len Sauparalytic shook several days ago is
Oriental Division, No. 988, Ladies wires nsed solely for mnnioipal pur sonoi, Angie Fitzgerald, Catherine
still in a very low condition. She re
— " Cnnningham, Annie Walker, Rosanna
Auxiliary of the Brotherhood of Loco poses.
mains in an nuconscions state and her
The mnnioipal officers voted to give Ponlin, Elna Anderson, Mary Deion,
motive Engineers, held its regular
Gwendoliu Goddard.i
recovery is considered very doubtful.
meeting in this city Thursday at the notice of a pnblio hearing to take
Grade III.—Lena-1O’Brien, Clara
The Free Baptist society was un A. O, U. W. hall. There were twelve place Tuesday June 90 next.
Ponlin, Mildred Cook. Agues Trainor,
Bose Landry, Ralph Bailey, Ida Belle
able to occupy its new church for ser members from Bangor present beside
Adams, James Onuuingham, Elton
vices last Sunday, as previously an the members belonging in this city.
MAINE, 3: COLBY, 2.
Walker, Laura Alien, William Tnlley,
nounced, owing to the fact that the
The meeting was called to order at
Aieanor Poulin, Henry Maxwell.
building is not sufficiently completed. 1.00 o’clock. Two members from this Colby’s Errors Give Game to Opponent
Grade IV.—Marion
Stnrtevant,
Flora Fitzgerald, Henry Tenney,
Tbe first service in the new building oitv were initiated into the order, the
—The Fatal Seventh.
Freda Giroux-, Alma Coburn, Isabelle
will be held Sunday, June 11.
regular division degree team doing the
Tonlonse, John Baxter, Hazel Buzzell.
As
annonnoed
in
Wednesday’s
Eve
A small wreck occurred to train No. work. After the work refreshments
Grade V.—Mildred Barton, Ruth
ning
Mail
Maine
won
from
Oolby
on
Reynolds, Elsie Townsend, James
49 Thursday at about 8.00 o’clock ot ice cream and cake were served by
between Oakland and this city. One the Waterville sisters. The meeting Alumni field Thursday by a score of Nelson, Annie Bnsbey. Ralph Blnnt,
Prince, Katie Frinoe, Margie
oar was derailed on account of a proved a very enjoyable one. The 8 to 9. For six innings it was as Effie
Grant, Ralph Buck, Margaret O’Don
pretty
a
game
as
one
woqld
care
to
journal breaking, ^he wrecking train Bangor delegation returned to their
nell.
Grades VI, VII.—Christine How
from this city went to the scene of homes on train No. 19 this afternoon. see. Both pitchers were doing splen
did
work
and
were
receiving
elegant
land, Bertha Townsend,
Elinor
the accident and soon had matters
Trainor, Ethel Daly, Ernest Sansouoi,
straightened ont. The “Scoot” was SHOULD SECURE THEIR LICENSES support. The ball was hit hard fre Marguerite
Chamberlain, Lora Pooler,
quently hut the fielding was sharp
tbe only train put off schedule time
According to the report of the and no runs lesnlted. When tbe fatal Marion Cowan, Enlala Davis, Kath
leen Mo Alary, Sara Libbey, Margaret
by the accident, not being able to officials Waterville will suffer from a
make the trip to Oakland and return milk famine before long or the dealers seventh arrived the strain on the Coyne, E^athleen Baxter.
NORTH GRAMMAR.
to this city before the arrival of train in that article will be doing busine'ss teams as well as the spectators was
intense.
Snb Grade.—Joey Pollook, John
No. 19 from Skowhegan.
in violation of the law unless there is
The first man np for Maine in this Barney, Frank Terry, Helen Spring• .Hon. Oyrns W. Davis, with H. N. a prompt application for licenses by inning. Moody, knocked one down field, Reginald Hersum, Lily WigglesBeech as driver, left Waterville Fri those now engaged in selling the to Tilton that was going as straight wgrth, Margaret Goody, Morrill Day,
day in his Knox touring oar for bovine beverage and useful commod and true as ever a pool ball propelled Lnoile Jones, Elwood Kennedy.
Grade I.—Leo Laoombe, Henry
Portland, where he will meet Mrs. ity. By the action of the city gov by the one of an expert, started for Lacombe, Ohannoey Brown, Percy
Davis who left for that place on this ernment at its last meeting 40 days the corner pocket. It looked so easy Robbins, Sidney Wyman, Rnth Bradmorning’s train. Harold Davis, their were allowed for all milk dealers in that Tilton didn’t even stop it and lee, Leon Berry, Stephen Ayer,
eon, will also meet theih there and the city to secure their licenses fer when the ball was returned from Roland Jones, Clarissa White, Pearl
they will proceed to Boston in the the ensuing year. There are at present right field Moody was on third. Hansoom.
Grade II.—Ethel Clary, Hallett
auto. Mr. and Mrs. Davis will leave 40 milkmen and grocers selling milk Sawyer fouled out to Willey bnt Chase Houston, Arthur Terry, Harold HerBoston for Denver, Colorado, where in the city or under a city license and got a single scoring Moody. That was snm, Webb Patterson, Harthynn
Mr. Davis goes in the interest of the with onlv 17 days left of the time not enongh to win the game so we Williams, Hildegarde V. Drnrhmond,
Doris Wiggleswortb, Margaret Clou
Gold Prince Mining Company, They allowed for tbe -renewing of their gave them - some more.
Starkey tier, Hattie Ivers, Clare Foster, Brad
will be absent several weeks.
licenses only eight have applied, five dropped an easy fiy, Ooombs made a ford Wall, Stanley Barrows, Mildred
The work of putting in the new milkmen and three grocers. After wild pitch and Maine bad her three Day, Earl Moor, Lanreston Craig.
Grade III.—Joe Barney, Clifford
turnout on the Waterville and Fair- June 17th it will be unlawful for runs.
Jordan, Marion Warren, Harold Ben
field
electric road
was begun them to continue the business It they
Oolby came near evening matters np son, Florence Pollock, Freda Knanff,
Tnnrsday. The new turnout will be have not procured their license. It in the eighth, when an error, a saori- Eva Gotlander, Lnoile Kidder, Nellie
placed between the crossings o^ the looks like a case of hurry up or lose fioe hit, a base on balls and a two Wiggleswortb, Katherine White, Dor
M. C. B. B. railroad at a point nearly their business for a good portion of bagger gave her two runs. In the othea Libby, Gladys Welch, Hyman
Paikowsky, Vira Lawton, Thomas
opposite the depot, which is a more them.
ninth too, a fine catch of a fly by Bryant, Harry Clnkey, Ernest Moor,
central point between the two turn
Basil Larkin.
All the healing, balsamic virtues of Quint stopped the tieing score.
Grade IV.—Harold Brown, Parker
outs of the road. ' Another reason for
The score;
the Norway pine are concentrated in
Lightbody, Donald Flood, Josie Day,
changing the turnouts was the fact Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Sryup,
MAINE.
Florence Dow, Denis Cote, Edythe
that many people taking the ears to nature’s own remedy or coughs and
Ingersoll, Francis Heath, Ethel Bunt,
ab r bh po a
catch trains were delayed "and some colds.
4 0 0 9 6 2 Hazel Scribner, Donald Foster, MarMoouy, 2b
times lost the train because of, the
4 0 1 0 0 1 ran White, Gertrude Moore, Uldene
Lnnt, if
THE RELIABLE LOG HAULER:
3 0 0 9 0 0 Terry.
Collins, lb
oars being obliged to wait, for^aoh
Grade V.—Lottie Lqndry,- Lawrence
4 1 0 0 4 0
Mitchell,
p
other under the present arrangement.
B. P. Wells who is moving the 16 Sawyer, rf
4 0 1 9 0 0 Jones, Frank Thayer, Laura Moore,
ton boiler from the M. 0. B. B. sta Chase, 3b
4 1 1 1 1 9 Gerald Pratt, Harry Pleroe, Rowena
4 1 0 4 8 0 B. Pollard, Marian Daggett, Rena
tion in this city to the plant of the Tbatolier, ss
TAKE IT IN TIME.
3 0 0 8 0 0 Barker, Earl P. Brown, Miriam
Crosby Mercantile Oo. at North Pair- Qnint, of
3 0 1 6 0 1 Goody, Esther Mavo, Lillian Martin.
field, has secured the service of a Gordon, o
Grade VI.—Alice Benson, Cyril
Just as Scores of Waterville People Lombard log hauler wliioh will
33 8 4 27 13 6 Joly, Ruth Shacbford, Mary Cunning
Totals
furnish motive power. TAe log lianler
ham, Rnth Ingersoll, Lila Allen,
Have.
OOLBY.
Estelle Moor, Eleanor Bradlee, Mamie
was
attached
to
tlie
trucks
upon
which
Waiting doesn’t nay.
ab r bh po a e MoCnllah.
the boiler rests this morning and it Tribou, If
6 1 0 0 0 0
Grade VII.—Ida Bunt, Harry Ware,
If yon neglect the aoliing back.
4 0 P 9 0 0 Leon Woodard, Cecil Rollins, Fred
started the heavy load with no trouble Dwyer, o
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely whatever maroldng off with it in tow Craig 3b
3 0 9 1 1 1 Dunn, Clarence Moor,
Marjorie
4 1 0 9 2 0 urown, Harriett White.
Coombs, p
like a harbor tug attached to a scow. Willey,
follow.
4 0 1 10 1 0
lb
Graae YHI.—Helen Barrett, Eliza
Doan’s Kidney Pills relieve back It was moved as far as Mr. J. L. Tilton, 9b
4 0 1 9 3 9 beth Minot, Gladys Mace, Madeline
8 0 1 9 0 1 Esty, Ruth Lightbody, Reid Gilman,
Merrick’s residence on upper Main Starkey, rf
ache.
4 0 1 1 1 0 Marguerite RobiusOn, Jessie D.|White,
street, when i.t was discovered that Pile, cf
4 0 0 0 1 0 Rnth Allen, Ida Strong.
Cure every kidney ill.
one of tlie axleS of the hind trucks Pugsley, ss
Grade IX.—Gertrude Paiowsky,
Waterville citizens endorse them.
showed sign of breaking and a new
86 9 C 97 9 4 Neva Poland."
Totals
Mrs. 'Otis H. Folsom, of 90 Ash St.,’ sot of heavier trucks were substituted. Maine
00000080 0—3
SOUTH GRAMMAR,
00000002 0—9
Grade
I.—Herbert Breton.
Waterville, Me., says: "About two If the trucks and ridges hold the log Oolby
Willey,
Sawyer.
Two-base hits.
Grade
II.
— Alfle Landry, Ray Grant,
hauler
will'deposit
the
boiler
at
North
Sacrifice hits, Dwyer. Bases on balls, Donald Roger,
montlis ago 1 was having trouble with
Jennie Vigne, Alberta
Fairfield all right.
off
Ooombs,
I;
Mitchell,
1.
Struck
baokaone and other symotoms pf kid
Greaney, Freda Willey,
Miriam
out by Mitchell, 6; by Ooombs, 7. Vigne,
Lonise Reid, Hermon Breton,
Stolen
bases,
Maine
8;
Oolby
1,
ney trouble. I think* it was brought
HOSE 4 WAS OH HAND.
Vasbon, Ida Mnrray.
Doqble plays. Moody to Thatcher to Rose
Grade IIL—Violet.Philbrigk, Edith
on by a cold ^hioh settled in my kid
By a misunderstanding it was stated Oollins; Pile to Willey. Wild pitches,
Marshall, Goldie Dearborn, Barbara
neys. I thought It- would pass away in The Mail’s account of Thursday Ooombs. Hit by pitoiied ball. Starkey. Allen,
Chester Ellis.
Umpire,
Oarrigau.
Time,
1.40.
Grade IV.—Foster Eaton, Gertrude
in time, but it did not. go and be mornings’ fire at Peroival court that
Donnelly, Boyce Greaney,
Olive
came worse every week. I heard Hose 4 did not lay any hose at the
Soper.
fire though the company responded
Grade VL—George Carey, Grace
considerably about Doan’s Kidney promptly on the ringing of the second
L’Abbe,
Annie Ranoonrt, Mande
Pills and was fiiiaHy induced to begin alarm. The Mail rejxiiter is now in
Poulin, Isabelle Dyson, Carrol Ellis.
For Infants and Children.
Grade VIL—Clara Nason, Lena
using them. They quickly and thor formed by a member of Hose 4 that
Johnson, Mabel Small, Eva Witham.
oughly relieved me and when I had tbe statement was wrong and in jus
Grade VIH.—Eva Bowie, Rnth
Goodwin, Harriet Greaney, William
completed the one box tbe backache tice to the members of that company
Bears
the
it is here corrected. As a matter of
Norris.
had disappeared, and better stiU* 1 Tact HoBe~4 not only laid a hose from Signature of
In addition to these the Brook street
have not felt it since. ’ ’
the hydrant near the High school
Bohool
made a large oontribntlon.bnt by
O.A.SVOX«.X,A..
For sale by all dealers.. Price 60 bnilding but was the'^rst team to get Bmti tbs
some misnnderstanding the names of
U>6 Kind You Nara Alwajfs
the pupils were not seonred.
oenta Foster-Milbnrn Q>., Buffalo, a ladder up and a 'strei|m through the
roof. Tbe company has 10 men and 9
New York, sole agents for tbe United
of them were at tibe fire, so the boys
O uAb (■ V O XI. X .A..
Monarch over pain. Bams, outs,
States.
of No. 4 were not only bn hand but BmisUw
_^TIifl Kind Yon Haw Always Bomlit sprains, stings, mstant relief. Dr.
Bempmber tbe name—Doan’s—and £ad their dne'part In the work at the
Thomas’ Boleotrio Oil. At any drug
filgutus
store.
take no other.
fire.
V

I Blood. Medicine.
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\
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
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Waterville, Me., May 27.—Street
Commissioner Jerry Cratty stood at
the desK of tbe city" treasurer the
other day. Snrprise was plain in
every line of his conntenanoe. He
bad been informed that the bills of
the street department for the last
year are still coming and it may be
possible he will not have money
enongh this year, with which to bny
oil for the street roller.
jThe bills of last year’s street de
partment began to arrive early after
election, jnst to avoid tbe rush and
have been arriving ever since. Tues
day last Mr. S. A. Green, Mr. Ed
ward Ware and Mr. U. L. Proctor,
oommissioDers of the last adminis
tration reported on tbe claim of Mr.
F. H. Thomas of Main street. Mr.
Thomas owns a stand at the jnnotion of Main* and Pleasant streets.
Tbe street department improved the
sidewalk which is laid past the honse
of Thomas, hot left the damages to a
oommission to determine and this
.year’s administration to pay. Mr.
Thomas will receive |583 83 and the
oommissioners will receive fl8 for
their servipes.
“This is getting to be great staff”
declared Jerry as he took np a notice
of a claim from Milton Branoh of
Western avenne. City Engine'er Bur
leigh went out in response to the
notice and went over Mr. Branoh |s
claim. Mr. Branch had been over
the new sidewallk bnilt by a previous
administration within the past two
years. The street deparj;meut, with
out consulting Mr. Branoh, as he
says, started in to build a sidewalk
on the Bonth side of Western avenne.
In order to make the walk trim and
regular and at the same time keep
clear of the Waterville & Oakland
electric road, the walk was laid
directly across tbe corner of Mr.
Branch’s lot.
~
For several days past the city has
been oonsoions of the fact that one
of its sidewalks has been fenced in.''
Mr. Branch, realizing that to have
etanding in conrt he must make a
protest to the action of tbe city’s
agent, bnilt a fence across tbe entire
walk. Mr. Branoh says he doesn’t
want to crowd or be unfair but he in
sists that he is entitled to damages.
There, then, is another claim which
the present administration must pay.
When the city has begun the settle
ment of the Branoh case, Mr. Charles
Flood has a claim. The same side
walk which passes Mr. Branch’s fence
runs over the property of Mr. Flood
for a distance of over 200 feet. The
city engineer finds that three-qaarters
of the width of the walk is on Mr.
Flood’s land. If any person believes
for a moment that Mr. Flood is going
to give the city several hundred
square feet of good terricory right in
the heart of the city, that person
doesn’t possess
any considerable
amount of knowledge of the family
of man.
The administration of Mr. Davis,
ontside of tbe standing notes, snpposed to be paid this year, which if'
not paid this year mnst -go on to the
permanent deljit, left for the present
administration bills amounting to
116,000 which mnst be paid this year.
The. struggle this year, on the part
of the city fathers, will be to keep
the tax rate down to twepty-three
mills.
DRIVING CLUB’S HORSE SHOW.
The Exhibition of June 10 to Be a
Good One—Program and Prizes.

I have used your “L. F.’^JBitters for
a number of years and find them just
what they are recommended to be. The
best family medicine we have ever used.
Also have an uncle over (7&) seventy
years of bge, who says: “There is noth
ing that ever couM take its place for
him.”
Respectfully,
MRS. C. S. MOODY,
Skowhegan, Me.
. R. F..D., N0.7To keep well, beyond the'usual act
ive time of life, is a blessing. But it iseasily done if you use the True “L. F.'’
Atwood’s Bitters.

Eastern Steamship Co.
KENNEBEC DIVISICN.
RESUMPTION OF SERVICE. .
CommenclDg Saturday, i^ril 16th, 1906, steam
er leaves Bath Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdayi at 6 p. m. for Boston.
RETURNING .<»
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, Mondays, Wed
nesdays, and Frldaya at 0 p. m. for all landlngson the Kennebec Rfver, arriving at Bath In sea
son to take early morning steam and electric
cars for Brunswick. Lisbon Falls and Liewlston
a d for all points on the Knox-Llncoln Division
of the Maine Central R. R.; also with steamers
of the Boothbay.Division for Boothbay and Inter
mediate landings.
G. C. GREEN LEAF, Agent, Bath, Me

PORTLAND DIVISION.

Portland to Boston $1.00
Staterooms $1.00
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,:
and India Wharf, Bbston, dally, except Sunday,
at 7 p. m.
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent.
Portlbnd, Me. ■>
All cargo via the steamers of this Company IS'
Insured against
Ore and’ marine
■
■ risk, except live
A. II. HANSCOM, G. P. & T. A.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Uen’l Manager, .
Boston, Mass.
VV'W •
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Caveats, and Trade-Marks* obtained and all Pat
lent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
ouROFPtcr IS Opposite u.

s.

PatcmtOppicc

and we can secure patent m less time than those
remote £rcm W'u:h;us:ta.*:,
,
^ Send moduU drawing or photo., tv-ith descrip-i
tion. We advise, if pateiiiable or not, free of|
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured, ,
' A Pamphli;t, “ Hc-'V to Obtain Patents,’* with'
cost of same in the U. Ss and foreign countries!
sent free. Address,

C.A.SfUOl^&CO.
Opp. Patent Opp.^c, Wash ngton. D. i

WATERVILLE LODGE N0.5, A. O. U. W
Begnlar Meeting at. A, O.V. W Hall
Abkold Block.
Second and Fourth Tuesdays of each Hontla
at 7.80 F. M.

WATERVILLE SAYINGS BANK
1*0.1T616IA1N «T.. WATEKVILLB
Tbcstbes—0. Enaufl, J. W. Bassett, Geo. K.
Boutelle, Dana P. Foster, Howard 0. Morse, John.
A. Vlgue,"Charles E. Duren.
Deposits of one dollar and apwards, not exceed. .. J 1ijj
received and put:
lug two thousandJ dollars
on interest Angust, Novemlier, Febrnary and:
May first.
No tax to be paid on deposits by depositors.
Dividends made In May and November and IX
not withdrawn are added to deposits and Interest
Is thus compounded twice a year.
Office In Savings Bank building; Bank open
daily from 9 ajn. to 12. p.m.. ana 1.30 to
' 3.8
p.m
0. KNAurv, President
E. B. Dbummond, Tr.
with a $10.O'
Soap Ord e

Send lor big premium catalogue,
HOME SUPPLY OO., 17 Oaa St., Auguata, Me
IJ ^ _ will startauhonest
VXaiV'
Ionian m a high
class business in which from $16 to $50 per
week can be uarned, possibly more, depending
dlni
on ability and Industry, in borne community.
Splendcd
chance
Before
" ,'
sen^id..
... for Jpromotion.
. ■'
Ing the DOLLAR send reference and self ad
dressed stanuied envelope for full particulars to
Hon. ROBERT E. DOAN, Former Member of
Congress, Colorado Building, Washington,.
42. tf

BANK BOOK LOST.
WATERVILLE SAVINGS BANK.

The first parade and horse eliow of It Is claimed that Deposit Book, No. 1644,
Issued by this Bank to Lizzie D. Mills, now
the Waterville Driving club which is deceased, late of Belgrade, has been lost. The
administrator of her estate desiring a duplicate
to be held at Central Maine Park book
Issued to him, any person claiming
said
..............................
cla' ■
book
by assignment or otherwise will take notice
June 10, is already giving ample
thereof and notify tho Bank,
promise of being a snooess.
E. B. DRUMMOND, Treasurer.
'I-Swks
The parade feature of the exhibition Waterville, May 10, 1806.
will form on Main street by the Elm
wood liotel at 1.00 o’clock in order
that it may start at 1.30 sharp for the
park. The line of parade will be
SMALLEY & WHITE.
down Main to Silver, to Western
avenue, to Central Maine Park wliere
the matches, etc., will take place.
A band concert will be given on the
1 42 Ma1n:St.
lawn in front of the Elmwood be
WATERVILLE
MAINE.
tween 1.00 and 1.80 o’clock by the
Alao Cen. Sq., So Brwick,
Waterville Military Band, R. B. Hall,
and Cen. Ave., Dover N. H,
leader.
All persons who wish to participate
in the parade are requested to notify
Ills of
the secretary of the olnb. Dr. A. Joly,
by Tuesday evening, June 6, as the
hildhood
entries will close at that time. There
IJvAr, Btomaoh and bowel com
plaints, blood dlBordera, feverishare two fine silver onps that will be
ness, nervousness, and the Irrita
given as sweepstake prizes to the best
ting and debilitating conditions
brought on by worms, are quickly re
double and single hitches in the
lieved and permanently cured by
parade and three ribbons for the win
ners in tlie other classes.
The committee in charge of the
It Is a wonderful tonic and builder of
flesh and muscle. -Makes weakly chil
parade request that there be no auto
dren strong and robust,
robust. ror
For over oo
60
years osea. and praised by mothers
mobiles in the streets passed over by
everywhere. U cento at all druggists.
the parade, while it is in progress, in
■Dr. d. F. Trae i
Writ*
order to avoid confusion and possible
AU.
Aabara,
droauid tSelr .
aooidents and to make tbe exhibition
as orderly and attractive as possible.

Monumental Wfork

Marble and Granite Workers,

C

Dr. True’s Elixir

ive^xi.xjs..

iThaKiodYouHanAlmin

O.
orcmi, T5m'^-incTi“T!5raifny -trer t&t
from being the Impulse of pure delight
which the graciousness of my hostess
and the imposing character of the place
Itself were calculated to produce. This
emotion was but transitory, vanisklng,
ns was natural In the excitement of my
welcome and the extraordinary Interest
•••By.**
I took In Callista Moore, who In those
AMU KATHARINE OREEN,
days was a most fascinating little
MUhorof‘'TheStiitUruofAaat}iaWM>,” '
'
"loit Han’t taiu,” Ete.
' body. Small to the point of appearing
diminutive and lacking' all assertion in
manner and bearing, she was never
I Copyright, 190B, by the Bobbs-MerrlllOo. < theless such a lady tliat she easily dom
inated all who approached her and pro
duced, quite against her will, I am sure,
CHAPTER XX.
an Impression of aloofness, seasoned
HE
peremptory
for de
an j wjth kindness, which made her a most
Interview
whichdemand
had been
surprising and entertaining study to the
livered to Miss Moore during analytic' observer. Her position as
the half hour preceding her nominal mistress of an establfshment
marriage had come not from the bride
already accounted one of the finest In
groom, as I had supposed, but from Washington—the real OTOicr, Reuben
the so called stranger, Mr. Pfeiffer.
Moore, preferring to live abroad with
For all this proof that Mr. Pfeiffer his French wife—gave to her least ac
was well known to her. If not to the tion an Importance -which her shy If
rest of the bridal party, nojvAcknowl- not appealing looks, and a certain
edgment of this was made by any of strained expression most difficult to
them then or afterward, nor any con characterize, vainly attempted to con
tradiction given either by husband or tradict. I could not understand her
wife to the accepted 'theory that this and soon gave up the attempt, but my
seeming stranger from the west had admiration held firm, and by the time
gone Into this fatal room of the the evening was half over I was her
Moores to gratify his own morbid cu obedient slave. I think from what I
riosity.
know of her now that she would- have
On the contrary, an extraordinary I preferred to be mine.
“I was put to sleep In a great chameffort was Immediately made by Mr.
Jeffrey to rid himself of the only wit b'cr whleh I afterward heard called
nesses who could tell the truth con- ‘The Colonel’s Own.’ It was very
eerning those fatal ten minutes, but grand and had a great bed In It almost
this brought no peace to the miserable royal In Its size and splendor. I be
wife, who never again saw a really lieve that I shrank quite unaccount
ably from this Imposing piece of furni
happy moment. ■
Extraordinary efforts at concealment ture when I first looked at It, It seemed
argue extraordinary causes for fear. so big and so out of proportion to my
Fully to understand the circumstances slim little body. But, admonished by
of Mrs. Jeffrey’s death. It would be the look which I surprised on Mistress
necessary first to know what had hap Calllsta’s high bred face, I quickly re
pened In the Moore house when Mr. called an expression so unsulted to my
Jeffrey learned from Curly Jim that position ns guest and, -with a gush of
the man, whose hold upon his bride well simulated rapture, began to ex
had been such that he dared to demand patiate upon the Interesting character
an interview with her just as she was istics of the room and express myself
on the point of descending to her as delighted 'kt the prospect of sleeping
nuptials, had been seated, or was there.
about to be seated. In the room where
“Instantly the nervous look left her,
death had once held Its court and and, with the quiet remark, ‘It was my
might easily be persuaded to hold court • father’s room,’ she set down the
candles with which both her hands
again.
The encouragement afforded me by were burdened and gave me a kiss so
my late discoveries was such that I warm and surcharged with feeling that
felt confident that nothing could hinder
The marked memoirs
my success save the necessity of com
pletely pulling down the house. Be
sides, all Investigation had hitherto
started. If It had not ended. In the
library. I was resolved to begin work
In quite a different spot. I had not
forgotten the sensations I had ex
perienced In the southwest chamber. '
During my absence this house had
Jjeen released from surveillance. But
the major still held the keys, and I had
no difficulty In obtaining them. The
Aext thing was to escape Its owner’s It sufilced to keep me happy and com
vigilance. This I managed to do fortable for a half hour or more after
through the assistance of Jinny, and She passed out.
when midnight came and all lights
“I had thought myself a very sleepy
went out In the opposite, cottage I en girl, but when, after a somewhat
tered boldly upon the scene. As be lengthened brooding over the dying
fore, I went first of all to the library. embers In the open fireplace, I lay
I wished to make certain that I had
behind the curtains of the huge
exhausted every suspected as well as I down
bed, I found myself as far from sleep
■every known clew to the Information I t as
I had ever been In my whole life.
sought. In my long journey home and j “And I did not recover from this
the hours of thougBl It had forced upon ' condition for the entire night For
me I had more than once been visited i hours I tossed from one side of the
by flitting visions of things seen In this bed,
to the other In my efforts to avoid
■old house and afterward nearly for the persistent eyes of a scarcely to be
gotten. Among these was the book perceived drawing facing me from the
which on that first night of hurried opposite wall. It had no merit as a
search had given proofs of being In picture, this drawing, but seen as It
some one’s band within a very short was under the rays of a gibbous moon
period. The attention I had given it looking In through the half open shut
at a moment of such haste was neces ter it exercised upon me a spell such
sarily cursory, and when later a sec- as I cannot describe and hope never
■ond opportunity was granted me of again to experience. Finally I rose
looking Into it again I had allowed a and pulled the curtains violently to
very slight obstacle to deter me. This gether across the foot of the bed. This
was a mistake I was anxious to rectify. shut out the picture, but I found it
Anythlng.whlch had been touched with worse to Imagine it there with Its
purpose at or near the time of so mys haunting eyes peering at me through
terious a tragedy—and the position of the Intervening folds of heavy damask
this book on a shelf so high that a than to confront it openly; so I pushed
chair was needed to reach It proved the curtains back again, only to rise a
that it had been sought and touched half hour later and twitch them des
with purpose—Iteld out the promise of perately together once more,
■a clew which one on so blind a trail as
“I fidgeted and worried so that night
myself could not afford to Ignore.
that I must have looked quite pole
But
when
I
had
taken
the
book
down
,
.
„ I when my attentive hostess met me at
and read again lu totally nnlntareaUne ,

iFILIfiREE BALL!
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reference to its dim and faded leaves
found that my memory had not played
me false and that it contained nothing
but stupid and wholly Irrelevant
statistics, my confidence In It as a
possible aid In the work I had In hand
departed just as it had on the previous
occasion. I was about to put It back
on the shelf, when I bethought me
of running my hand In behind the two
books between which It had stood.
Ah, that was It! Another book lay
flat against the wall at the back of the
fihelf; by the removal of those In front
I was ena’^led to draw this book out,
I soon saw why It had been relegated
to sugh tt remote place of concealment
on the shelves of the Moore library.
It was a collection of obscure memoirs
written by an Englishwoman, but an
Englishwoman who had been In Amer
ica during the early part of the century
and who had been brought more or less
Into contact -with the mysteries con
nected with the Moore house In Wash
ington. Several passages were marked,
one particularly, by a heavy pencil line
running the length of the margin. As
the name of Moore was freely scatter
ed through these passages as well as
through two or thrde faded newspaper
clippings which I discovered pasted on
the inside cover, I lost no time In set
ting about their perusoL
The following extracts are from the
( hook Itself, taken In the order In which
I I found them marked:
“It was about this time that I spent
k week in the. Moore bouse, that grand
and historic structure concerning which
land Its occupants so many curious ru
mors-are afloat I knew nothing then
of Its discreditable fame, but from the
first moment of my entrance Into Its
ample and 'well lighted halls I<^experi«aced 8_se9Batton
J yrlU not Qpll

i me.

i.» i,.«d nooi. ,«ito

tlbly as she grasped mine, and her
voice was pitched In no natural key
as she Inquired how I had slept. I re
plied as truth If not courtesy demand
ed, ‘Not ns well as usual,’ whereupon
her eyes fell, -and she remarked quite
hurriedly, ‘I am so sorry; you shall
have another room tonight,’ adding In
what appeared to be an unconscious
whisper, ‘There Is no use; all feel It;
even the young and the gay;’ then
aloud and with irrepressible anxiety,
‘You didn’t see anything, dear?’
“ ‘No!’ I protested In suddenly awak
ened dismay. “Only the strange eyes
of that queer drawing peering at me
through the curtains of my bed. Is It
—Is It a haunted room?’
“Her look was a shock^ one, her
protest quite vehement ‘Oh, no I No
one has ever 'witnessed anything like
a ghost there, but every one finds It
Impossible to sleep in that bed or even
In the room. I do not know why un
less It Is that my fattier spent so many
years of incessant wakefulness Inside
Its walls.’
“‘And did he die In that bedT* I
asked.
,, “She gave a startled shiver and drew
mo hurriedly downstairs. As we pausled at the foot she pressed my band
and whispered:
“‘Yes; at night with the full of the
tnoon upon him.’
“I answered her look with one she
robably understood as little as I did
ers. I had heard of this father of
hers. He bad been a terrible old man
■and bad left a terrible memory behind
I him.
“The next day my room was changed
according to her promise, but In the
Hght of the charges I have since heard
■littered against that house and the
family, who inhabit tt I apa glad that

ilitiliiiiBisitiitiiiii ifiii ’iiyiiiiiiyittiiiiMiiiii I

two bpotlw
1 spent one night In what If It was theU childish minds, the words rorm^
~*Wfe naff'KCfig about this door, curi
not a haunted chamber, had certainly Ing them were never forgotten, ns wit ous children that we were, in hopes of ers Moore, just prior to the younger'*
a very thrilling effect upon Its occu ness these phrases confided to me by catching a glimpse of the queer new death, turns out to have been of ■
Mistress Callista twenty-five years aft settle which had been put into place more serious nature than was first sup
pants.”
Second passage, the Italics showing erward.
that dag. But we scampered away at posed. It has since leaked out that an
.“ ‘You have much that most men this and were ploying In and out of the actual duel was fought at that time
where it was most heavily marked:
“The house contained another room lack,’ remarked the general ns they halls when the librarv door again opened bet'ween these two on the fiod'r of the
as Interesting ns the one I have al paused to admire some little specimen and mg father came out.
old library and that in this duel the
ready mentioned. It went by the of Italian art which had been lately .....Where’s Sambof” he cried. “Ten Mm elder one was Wounded. Some even
name of the library, and Its walls were received from^Genoa. ‘You have mon to carry a glass of uHne to the general. I go so far as to affirm that the lady’*
heavily lined with books; but the fam ey—too much money, Moore, by an do not like his looks. I am going upstairs hand was to bo the rewanl of him whe
ily never sat there, nor wes I ever for •amount I might easily name—a home for some medicine.” This Ac whispered in drew the first blood. It is no longer
tunate enough to sec It with Its doors which some might call palatial, a love choked tones as he set foot on the stairs. denied that the room was in great dis
unclosed except on the occasion of the ly If not altogether healthy wife, two Why I remember It I do not know, order when the seroants first rushed in
grand reception Miss Callista gave In fine children and all the honor which for Reuben, .who was standing where at the sound he made in falling. Every
my honor. I have a fancy for big a inaftln a commonwealth like this he could look Into the library when our thing movable had been pushed back
rooms and more than once urged my shouldnsk foi'. Drop politics.’
father came out and saw tlie settle and against the wall and an open space
“ ‘Politics Is my life,’ was the cold the general sitting at one end of It, was cleared. In tho center of which could be
hostess to tert me why this one stood
neglected. But the lady was not com response. ‘To bid me drop It Is to chattering about It In my ear at tlio seen one drop of blood. What Is cer
municative on this topic, and It was bid me commit suicide.’ Tlien, as an very moment our father was giving his tain is that Mr. Moore Is held to tho
from another membet of the house afterthought to which a moment of orders.
house by something even more serious
hold I learned that Its precincts had Intervening silence added emphasis,
“ ‘Reuben Is a man now, and I have tliun his deep grief, and that tho youngboon forever clouded by the unexpect ‘And for you to drive me from It lyould asked blm mdto than once since then lady who was tlje object of this fatal
ed death within them of one of her be an act little short of munler.’
how the general looked at that critical dlsiuite has left the city.”
“ ‘Justice dealt upon a traitor Is not Instant It Is Important to mo, very,
father’s friends, a noted army officer.
Pasted under this was tho following
“tVhy this should have occasioned a murder,’ was the stern and unyielding very Important and to him, too, now short announcement:
permanent disuse of the spot I could reply. ‘By one black deed of treacher that he has come to know a man’s pas
“Married, on the 21st of January, at
not understand, and ns every one who ous barter and sale, of which none of sions and temptations. But ho will the American consulate In Romo, Italy,
conversed on this topic invariably gave your countrymen Is cognizant buL my never tell mo, never relieve my mind, Edward Moore of Washington, D. O,
the impression of saying less than .the self, you have forfeited’the confidence and I can only hope that there were United States of America, to Antoi
subject'demanded, my curiosity soon
this government Were I, who so real signs of illness on tlie general’s nette Sloan, daughter of Joseph Dewitt
became too much for me, and I attack of
surprised your secret to al brow, for then I could feel that all had Sloan, also of that city.”
ed Miss Callista once again Ip regard unhappily
With this notice my Interest In tho
low
you
to
continue In your present been right and that his death was the
to it. She gave me a quick smile, for place of trust
natural result of the great distress ho book censed, and I prepared to step
I
myself
would
be
a.
site was always amiable, but shook traitor to the republic for which I have felt at opposing my father in the one down from the chair on which I had
her head and Introduced another topic. fought and for which I am ready to desire of his heart That glimpse which remainctl standing during tho reading
But one night when the wind was
Reuben had of him before ho fell has of the above passages.
howling in the chimneys and the sense die. That Is why I ask you to resign always struck me with strange pathos.
As 1 did so I spied n slip of paper
of loneliness •u-as even greater than before”—
A little child looking In upon a man lying on tlm floor at my feet. Aa It had
“The
two
children
did
not
catch
the
usual In the great house, we drew to threat latent In that last word, but who for all his apparent health will in not been there ton minutes before there
gether on the rug In front of my bed they realized the force of it from their another -^moment be In eternity—I do could bo no doubt that It had slipped
room fire, and as the embers burned
not wonder he does not like to talk of from tho book whose leaves I had been
down to ashes before' us Miss Callista father’s look and were surprised when It, and yet—
turning over so rapidly. Hastening to
he
quietly
said:
became, more communicative.
_
‘"It was Sambo who eame upon the recover It, I found It to be a sheet of
“
‘You
declare
yourself
to
be
the
only
“Her heart was heavy, she told me;
general first. Our father had not get ordinary note paper partly Inscribed
had been heavy ifor years. Perhaps man on the commission who Is ac descended. When he did it was with loud with words In a neat and dlstlnrtlvo
quainted
with
the
facts
you
are
pleased
some ray of comfort would reach her
cries and piteous ejaculations. Word had handwriting. This was a great find,
style traitorous?’
If she took a friend Into her confidence. to“The
gone upstairs and surprised him in the for tho paper was fresh and the hand
general’s
Ups
curled.
‘Have
I
God knew that she needed one, espe
room with mg mother. I recollect won writing one which could be readily
not
said?’
he
asked.
cially on nights like this, when the
“Something In this stern honesty dering In all childish simplicity why he Identified. What,I saw written there
wind woke echoes all over the house
seemed
to affect the father. His face wrung his hands so over the death of was still more remarkable. It had tlie
and It was hard to tell which most to
turned
away,
It was the other’s a man he so hated and feared. Nor look ‘of some of the memoranda I bad
fear, the sounds which came from no voice which wasand
next
heard. A change was It till years had passed and our myself drawn up during tho most per
one knew where, or the silence which
had
taken
place
In
it,
and It sounded mother had been laid In the grave and plexing moments of tLis strange case.
settled after.
almost
mellow
as
it
gave
form to these the house had* settled Into a gloom too I transcribe It just as It read:
“She trembled ns she said this and
heavy and somber for Reuben to en “We have here two separate accounts
words:
Instinctively drew nearer to my side
dure that I recognized In my father of how death comes to those who
“
‘Alpheus,
we
have
been
friends.
so that our heads almost touched over You shall have two weeks In which to the signs of a settled remorse. These breathe their last on tho ancestral
the nickering flame from whose heat think over my demand and decide. If I endeavored to account for by the hearthstone of the Moore bouse library.
and light we sought courage. She
“Certain facts are emphasized in
the end of that time you have not fact that he had been saved from
seemed to feel grateful for this con at
what he looked upon as political death both:
returned
to
domestic
life,
you
may
ex
tact, and the next minute, flinging all
by the sudden but opportune decease
“Each victim was alone when ho fell.
her scruples to the wind, she began a pect another visit from me which can of his best friend. This caused a shock
not
fall
of
consequences.
You
know
“Each death was preceded by a sceno
relation of events which more or less my temper 'when roused. Do not force to his feelings which had unnerved
of
altercation or violent controversy
answered my late unwelcome queries.
him for life.
between the victim and the alleged
“The death in the library, about me Into a position which will cause us
“ ‘Don’t you think this the true ex master of these premises._____
which her most perplexing memory both endless regret’
planation of- bis invariably moody
“Perhaps
the
father
answered;
per
(To be Continued.
hung, took place when she was a child
brow and the great distaste he always
and her father held that high govern haps be did not The children heard
mental position which has reflected so nothing further, but they -witnessed the
The detective locks the
SHRINES IN MOROCCO.
door of the old msnsioo
much credit upon the family. Her fa gloom with which he rode away to
/
the
White
House
the
next
day.
Re
ther and the man who thus perished
Whv Some People Look Upon Them
membering
the
general’s
threat
they
had been Intimate friends. They had
AVlth Sanplclon.
fought together In the war of 1812 and Imagined in their childish hearts that
A
traveler
says that Christians In Mo
received the same distinguished marks their father had gone to give up his
rocco look iwlth suspicion on the
post
and
newly
acquired
honors.
But
of presidential approval afterward.
ehrlncs of Mohammedan saints In that
They -were both members of an Impor he returned at night without having
eonntry. He tolls the following story:
done
so
and
from
that
day
on
carried
tant commission which brought them
“Once upon a time a boy was traveling
head
higher
and
showed
himself
his
Into diplomatic relations with England.
through the country, and as night came
more
and
more
the
master
both
at
It was while serving on this commis
on bo found himself near a white
sion that the sudden break occurred home and abroad.
washed tomb. Knocking at tlie door of
“But
he
was
restless,
very
restless,
which ended all Intimate relations be
the shrine, be asked for a meal and a
tween them and created a change In and, possibly to allay a great mental
bed. When the ne.xt day dawned he
uneasiness,
he
began
having
some
her father that was equally remarked
was
about to continue his journey, but
at home and abroad- What occasioned changes made in the house, changes
the keeper of tho shrine besought him
occupied
much
of
his
time
and
which
this break no one knew. Whether his
to remain In order to help him keep
great ambition had received some check with which he never seemed satisfied.
tho shrine and collect the offerings of
Men
working
one
day
were
dismissed
through the jealousy of this So called
tho faithful. The youtli said that ho
friend—a supposition which did not the next and others called In until.this
must first consult his parents, and tbe
work
and
everything
else
was
Inter
seem possible, as he rose rapidly after
elder man bade him “take his ass and
this—or on account of other causes rupted by the return of his late un
seek advice of his parents and return.
welcome
guest,
who
kept
his
appoint
darkly hinted at by his contemporaries,
showed for this same library? Though Tho boy took the ass and rode away,
but never breaking Into open gossip, ment to a day.
ho would live In no other house, he but he had not accomplished half tho
“At this point In her narrative Mis would
he was never the same man afterward.
not enter that room nor look at .journey before tho ass fell sick and
His children, who used to rush with tress Calllsta’s voice fell and the flame, the gloomy settle from which the gen died. Then the boy knew not what to
which
had
thro-wn
a
partial
light
on
effusion to greet him, now shrank Into
eral had fallen to his death. The plact^ do nor whore to turn. But when ho
corners at his step or slid behind half her countenance, died down until I was virtually tabooed, and, though as had consklered tho circumstances of
could
but
faintly
discern
the
secretly
open doors, whence they peered with
the necessity arose It was opened from bis case a brilliant Idea flashed Into his
fearful Interest at his tall figure, pac Inquiring look with which she watched time to time for great festivities, the mind.
ing In moody silence the halls of his me as she went on to say:
It had acquired never left it,
“Having dug a pit and cast tbe ass
‘“Reuben and I’—Reuben was her shadow
ancestral home or sitting with frown
and
my
father
bated Its very door un therein, ho piled groat stones over It,
ing brows over the' embers dying away brother—‘were posted In the dark cor til he died. Is It not natural that bis whitening them with lime, and pet a
on the great hearthstone of his famous ner under the stairs when my father daughter should share this feeling?’'
met the general at the door. We had “It was, and I said so, but I would white flag above, saying to all who
library.
passed by, ‘This Is tho tomb of St So“Their mother, who was an Invalid, expected to hear high words or some say no more, though she cast me little and-so.’ Then worshipers came from
explosion
of
bitter
feeling
between
did not share these terrors. The fa
appealing looks which acquired an every side, alms were poured In and
ther was ever tender of her, and the them, and hardly knew whether to bo eerie si^flcance from tbe pressure of offerings
showered upon him. The
only smile they ever saw on his face glad or sorry when our father wel her small fingers on my arm and tbe keeper of tho former shrine lost his
comed
his
guest
with
the
same
elabo
came with his entrance Into her dark
walling sound of tbe wind which at customers and came to visit tho new
rate bow we once saw him make to the that
ened room.
moment blew down In one gust, saint. Ho when tljo crowd had gone
“Such were Callista Moore’s first president In the grounds of the White scattering the embers and filling' the approached
tho young shrine keeper.
House.
Nor
could
we
understand
what
memories. Those which followed were
house with banshee calls. I simply
ask thee by Allah,’ said the old man,
more definite and much more startling. followed. We were summon^ In to kissed her and advlped her to go back ‘I
‘who Is this saint of thine and what
President Jackson, who had a high supper. Our mother was there, a great with me to England and forget this old manner
of tiling Is burled hero?’
event
In
those
days,
and
toasts
were
opinion of her father’s ability, advanced
bouse and all Its miserable’ memories.
“ ‘I will not deceive thee, but will toll
film rapidly. Finally a position was drunk, and our father proposed one to For that was the sum of the comfort
given him which raised him into na the general’s health. This Reuben at my poor command. When after an thee the truth,’ returned tho youth.
tional prominence. As this had been thought was an open signal of peace other restless night I crept down In the ‘My saint who Is burled'here Is none
the goal of hie ambition for years, he and turned upon me his great round early morning to peer into the dim and other than thy beast, even tho carcass
was much gratified by this appoint eyes In surprise, but I, who -was old unused room whose story I bad at last of thine own ass. And now, pray, who
ment, and, though his smiles (mmc no enough to notice that this toast was learned, I cannot say but that I half Is thy saint and who In truth Is burled
more frequently, his frowns lightened not responded to and that the general expected to behold the meager ghost In tho shrine thou keepcst?’ ‘I will not
and from being positively threatening did not even touch his lips to the glass of tho unfortunate general rise from deceive thee, but will tell thee tho
he had lifted In compllinetat to our tbe cushions of the prodigious bench truth,’ replied tho old man. ‘My saint
became simply morose.
mother,
who hud lifted hers, felt that which still kept Its mysterious watch Is the father of thy saint.’ ”
“Why this moroseness should have
sharpened into menace after an un there was something terrifying rather over the deserted hearthstone.”
A Stupid Prologruo.
expected visit from his once dear but than reussuriug In this attempt at So much for the passages culled from
It was a performance of “Richard
long estranged companion In arms, his good fellowship. Though unable to tho book Itself. The newspaper ex
daughter, even after long years of reason over It at tile time, I have often cerpts, to which I next turned, boro a III.,” and a poor one, to which the two
men from Wilson’s ranch had listened
constant brooding upon this subject, done so since, and my father’s attitude much later date and rend as follows:
jdares nut decide. If she could she and look as he faced this strange guest
“A strange coincidence marks the for nearly an hour with 111 concealed
has dwelt so persistently In my mem death of Albert Moore In his brother’s Impatience.
Imight bo happier.
“Como on out I’ve bad enough of
“The general was a kindly man, sharp ory that scarcely a year passes with house yesterday. ‘He was discovered
f face and of a tall, thin figure, but out the scene-coming up in my dreams lying with bis bead on tho Identical this tiling,” said one of them at last
1th an eye to draw children and make with Its accompanying emotions of spot where General Lloyd fell forty but tbe oti^r hesitated.
“That guy in the middle o’ the stage
bem happy with a look. But his el fear and perplexity. For—perhaps you years before. It Is sa^d that this sud
ect on the father was different. From know the story—that hour was the den demise of u man hitherto regarded was calling for a horse a minute ago,”
the moment the two met In'the'' great general’s last. He died before leaving as a model of physical strength and be said In a hoarse whisper. “Let’s
all below the temper of the host bo- the house—died In that same dark li endurance was preceded by a violent bold on till tho show begins anyway.**
rayed how little he welcomed this brary concerning which you have altercation with his elder brother. If
A GrutlBed Curloattr.
l^est. He did not fall In courtesy— Mted so many questions.
this is so, the excitement Incident upon
“I
want
you to take back that par
“
‘I
remember
the
circumstances
well
the Moores are always gentlemen—
such a break in. their usually pleasant
put It was a hard courtesy, which cut —how well!—down to each and every relatlona may account for hla HUllden rot He uses dreadful language.”
“But only In Spanish, ma’am; only In
while It flattered. The two children, detllll. Our mother had gone back to death. Edward Moore, who unfortu
Spanish.”
her
room,
and
the
general
and
my
fa
shrinking from Its edge without know
nately was out of tho room when his
“Yes, I know."
ing what it was that hurt them, slunk ther, who did not Unger over their brother succumbed—some sag that he was
“But how can madam know?”
to covert and from behind the two pll- wine—why should they when the gen in his grandfather’s room above—wan
“I studied Spanish to find out what
eral
would
not
drink?—had
withdrawn
ars which marked the entrance to the
greatly unnerved by this unexpected
Ibrary watched the two men as they to the library at the suggestion of the end to what was probably me^y a he said.”—Cleveland PlalxL Dealer.
jwalked.up and down the balls discuss general, whose last words are yet lin temporary quarrel, and now lies In a
ing the merits of this and that detail gering in my cars.
critical condition.
‘“Tbe time baa come for our little “The relations between*hlm and tho
of the freshly furnished mansloa
These two Innocent but eager' spies, talk,’ said he. ‘Your reception augurs’— deceased Albert bad always been of
whom fear rather than curiosity held
nstant
" ‘You do not look wejl,’ my father tbe most amicable character until they
tn hiding, even caught some of the sen here broke in In what scorned an un unfortunately fell In love with tho
is au absolute cure for colds, coughsi
tences which passed between the so naturally loud voice. ‘Come and sit some woman.”
cuts. burnSi sprains,
brulBcs, chllblalus,
...................................
al
insect bites, etc. 25c. all dealers.
called friends, and, though these ncces down’—
Attached to this vraa atiotber sllp^ ap
Norway Medicine Co , Norway, Me.
sorlly conveyed bqt little meaning to
parently from a laternaner.
" ‘Hero the door closed.
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gard membership to a sense of their
duties as Christian citizens. The W.
tot’ke out a policy In f’o
0. T. U. with its constant agitating,
Kriultablo than iioyr. Talk
its petition circulating, etc., . aids
with
K. 8 urnor, Augusta, MR.
greatly in bringing about the legisla
about It o i'.omnmiilca<o wltn
tion which the ohnroh desires.’ The
IRUANKI.IN II. riA7.EI.TON,
Master entrusts the ohnroh with the
Naiingrr for Maine
mission of carrying the gospel to the Strike Leader . Shea Has an
PORTLAND, MAINE
poor and to the lost, and the W. 0.
T. U. seeks to aid by its work in
Unpleasant Experience.
Strongest In the World
prisons, jails and almshonses; by find
Assets, $413,953,020 H
ing homes for homeless children. The
would comfort ^he sick and
Sorplas, $80,794,269-21 church
DlvMon paidjioUryhoMorB In last live years sorrowing, and the W. O. T. U. car
ries flowers and food and delioaoies.
$26,654,641-78
The chnrch teaches sooial purity and
Equitable Life Assurance Society the Union supplements her teaching.
OF THE UNITED STATES.
The ohnroli would reach out after all
classes, and the Union does work
among soldiers, sailors, Inmbermen, Latter Showed That He Could
THE RELATION OF THE W. 0. T, U. etc. The ohnroh is both evaugelistio
Not Be Bulldozed.
and' ednoatioual. The W. O. T. U.
TO THE CHURCH.
is likewise both.

Never a better Time.
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FAIRFIELD.

[]

Dr. W.»S. Miller aud family have
Tetarned from a stay of two weeks at
Owl’s Head.
Mrs. Arthur Jewett of Skowhenan
■was In town Friday visiting friends.
John Hovey Gibson, wlio has been
spending a few days in town, returned
to Greenville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Lowell of
Greenville are In town for a' few days’
stay with Mrs. Lowell’s sister, Miss
Uattie Gifford.
The pipe organ was used at the Bap
tist chnrcli for tlie first time Sunday.
Mias Berry of Waterville acted as
organist. Rev. Arthur Onrtis preaolied
in the absence of the pastor. Rev. J.
1j. Clark.
Edward Tozier lost a valuable horse
a few days ago. He was driving the
animal when he fell dead.
Mrs. Henry Mansfield of Jonesport
is in town visiting Mrs. R. B. Drisko
lor a few days.
•M ' '
Mrs. H. R. Varney went to North
Vassalboro Wednesday to visit her
sister, Mrs. T. E. Hardy, for a few
days.
Mrs. F. E. Vickery is having the
grounds about lier residence graded
up, whioli will add much to tiie tidy
appearance of the street.
Mr. Roy Bodwell, who has been at
the Central Maine liospital at Lewis
ton, aud lias returned home is now
gaining well, although he is still in a
weak condition owing to the effects of
che operation.
A crew of men have oeen at \vork
the past week moving die pavilion at
Island Park up near the road, and will
use tiie building lor a skating rink
■and dance hall. If tiie plan seems to
meet with general favor, a number of
improvements are contemiilated. Good
order will be maintained aud some
private dances have been talked about.
This is a delightful spot hero aud
should bo a very popular place.
Mrs. Isaac McFarland entertained a
largo party of lady friends at her
home, corner of High aud Elm street,
.Wednesday afternoon at a thimble tea.
The Indies took along their sewing
^md fancy work, and a very social
hour was enjoyed. Before they de
parted for tlieir homed, they were
invited to iiartake of a delicious
luncii, consisting of all the good
things available, and were seated at
tables arranged for four. The after
noon was passed witli much pleasure
by all.
The lecture given at Fairfield Opera
house Thursday evening, upon HiaI wathe, ,bv Rev. A. T. Eempton, of
Fitchburg, Mass., was a'very enjoy
able affair. Mr. Eempton first gave a
abort talk upou the poem and told of
che iuteretsing customs and traditions
of these people,'' he having spent some
time in their reservations, learning
their oustoms thtroughly. He illus
trated the.poem with 160 beautifully
colored views taken while among
them. Tiie house was well filled and
a good sum sbonld be added to the
treasury of the school toward the
piano which they are planning to
buy.
Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Files left Tuesday
morning for New York, where they
will visit their son, G. Wallace Files,
Xisq., 'of that city.
Miss Hortense Smith, formerly em
ployed in this town, has been spend
ing a few days here with old friends.
~ The*employees of the Waterville &
Oakland Electric railway made a late
call on Mr. Frank Ootfill last evening,
coming up on a special car at about 11
o’clock. They brought with them a
handsome chair which they present
ed to Mr. Coiflir as a token of their
appreciation of his services during
the time which he served as superin
tendent of the road, he having recent
ly severed Ids oouueotion to go into
business for himself. Mr. Ootfill was
taken greatly by surprise, but ex
pressed his thanks in a few words of
appreciation. Mrs. Ootfill, who khew
ct the surprise prepared a delicious
lunch which was served to tlie guests
|>efore they left for their homos.
VASSALBORO.

An entertainment was held under
the auspices of the Rebekah Lodge
Wednesday evening at the Congrega
tional chapel consisting of seleot
reading Ity Mrs. Ida Moulton of
Beverly, Mass., and singing by Mr.
Vaughn of Oak Grove Seminary and
Mra Mary Gilorease ot Riveside, aocompauled by Mra George Low of
this village as organist After the
entertainment refreshments of ice
cream and cake were served in the
Odd Fellows’ dining hall.
Mrs. George Austin and little
daughter of Portland visited at Mr.
Austin’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Austin in this village last week.
Mrs. Stephen Merserve, a former
resident of this viillage was in the
place last week visiting old friends
and neighbors.
Mottiers lose their dread for "that
terrible second summer’’ when they
have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild
Strawberry in the house. Nature’s
•peolflo for bowel oomplaiuts of every
sort.

OAKLAND.

[

A large' delegation from this town
attended the district meeting of the
Good Templars at Sidney Friday.^
Mrs. Bert Hersora, wlio lias been
very ill from blood poisoning, caused
by getting a splinter from a stick of
wood ii?to her hand, is improving
slowly.
A number of persons from this town
attended tlie Kennebec Baptist basket
meeting In Waterville Friday, among
tliem being Miss Jeannette Benjamin,
Mrs. J. B. Hodsdou, Miss Alice Ben
jamin, Rev. E. A. Mason and Rev.
W. G. Hubbard.
J. H. Witherell arrived home this
morning from a business trip to Bos
ton and vicinity.
Miss Margaret Wyman left town
Saturday for Portland, where she
will be the guest of her sister,' Mrs.
Frank Shaw, for a few weeks.
Mra. F. L. Hersom returned Friday
uieht from Rcadfleld wliere she has

...

been visiting relatives.

Sunday, June IStli, will be observed
as Children’s Day at the Free Baptist
church, with a special sermon in the
morning and a concert by members of
tlie Sunday school in the evening. ^
Carrol Baohelder, who has been em
ployed at Millinocket tiie iiast year, is
visiting at tiie home of liis father,
Albert Bachelder, on High Street.
The ladies of the Free Baptist
churoli will hold a rummage sale at
the Post rooms Saturday afternoon and
evening, the proceeds to be used to
renew the insurance on the church.'
Edna Belanger, who has just com
pleted an engagement witli an
orchestra at Brooklyn, N. Y.. is at
her home here for a month’s vacation,
when she will go to Old Orchard to
join a ladies’ orchestra wiiicli is to
play there during the summer season.
The Baptist Missionary society met
at the home of Mrs. Florence Given
Wednesday afternoon. The subject of
tlie meeting was "Mormonism and the
Mormons,’’ and the program was
arranged by Mrs. Mary Stnrtevant.
Light refresliments were served, and a
very profitable meeting was reported.
The heirs of the late Samuel Her
som estate have had a fine granite
monument placed on the Hersom lot
in Lakeview cemetery.
The “Scoot’’ did not make its usual
run between Oakland and Waterville
Thursday on account of the wreck
ing of a oar on freight ,number 49 go
ing east. The passengers down the
Somerset line were obliged to go to
Waterville on the electrics. The dis
able oar was left in the freight yard
aind later a crew from the oar shops
at Waterville came oVer aud repaired
it.
J. E. Harris went to Brunswick
Thursday to attend the meeting of a
committee of five chosen by tlie Sav
ings Bank Associaticn of Maine to
make arrangements for entertaining
the bank commissioners of the United
States, in Portland, the latter part of
this month, Mr. Harris being one of
the committee.
Mr. and Mrs. George Allen went to
South Paris’Tuesday, being sent there
as delegates to the uniyersalist Sun
day school convention.
Robert Saunders, who is attending
the ousiuesB college at Lewiston,. is
at the home of his father. Rev. A. E.
Saunders, for the summer. He has
taken the contract to paint
Free
Baptist parsonage.
Mrs. Lysander Wheeler left town
Tuesday for South Paris, where
she will be a guest at the home of her
sou. Dr. Fred Wheeler, fdr a few
weeks.
ALBION.

Mr. Harvey of So. Berwick is visit
ing his daughter, Mrs. Oora Heikes.
J. F. Holmes, who has been in town
a few days,' returned to Presque Isle
Monday.
Mis. Oordelia Abbott retnrued home
Sunday from a visit to friends in
Gardiner, Hallowell and Vassalboro.
Mr. and Mrs. D, G. Mndgett are
visiting their dangliter, Mrs. A. W,
Eeuistou, at Hallowell.
The Obildren’s Day oouoert will be
held Jane 26, at 4 p. m.
Mrs. Lilia Trask goes Thursday of
tills week to visit relatives in Troy,
after whioh she will spend a few
weeks in Massaohnsetta.
Rev. and Mrs. Heikes, Alice and
Eva Oopeland, and some others will
attend the Quarterly Oonfereuoe at
East Dixmont, June 18—16.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Drake have
a flock of 888 ohiokeus, all hatched
from the old fashioned iuonbators
witli feathers. They liave abont 76
hens.
Mrs. John Taylor returned home
Snnday.
The antoB are to be seen every Sun
day. Fortunate indeed are tliose
whose horses are not afraid of them.
WHEN IT IS JUSTIFIABLE.

If there’s ever a time when it’s
jnitiflable to break the speed regula
tion for antos, it’s when a bridal
couple are trying to escape from their
pesciferons iriends. That Woroester
oonple who did the.triok snooessfully
have the admiration aud applause of
everybody.—Boston Herald.
<

rwo HOURS IN JAIL.

ATTEMPTED TO DEFY SHERIFF.

Paper Read at 20tli Annual Conventio^ W. C. T. U. at Bhawmut by Rev. Miss Andrews of the F. B. Church
at Madison.

"So let It bo. Ip God’s own might '
Wo gird us for the coming light,
And strong In Him whose cause Is ours
In ronll ct with unholy powers,
Wo grasp tho -weapons Ho has given,
The I.lglit and Truth and Love of Heaven.’’

THE NATION’S DRINK BILL.

At the top of the opening page ot
onr program are printed these inspir The regular anunal estimate of the
ing words: “The Woman’s Christian nation’s drink bill made by the
Temperanoe Union, Local, State, Na Amerioan Grocer, is melanoholy read
tional and World Wide has one vital, ing for the total abstiuenoe apostle,
organic thonglit, one all-absorbing since it indicates an increasing use of
purpose, one undying enthusiasm,
and it is that Christ sliall be this alooliolio beverages per capita as well
world’s king.” Aud the church, we as in the aggregate.
are told in tlie Word, is tne body of ' The total cost of stimnlants to conChrist, and He its liead, and again we
are told, “Olirist loved the ohnrch snmers for tiie fiscal year ending June
and gave Himself for it.’’ Christ .SO, 1904, was in round .numbers a
gave Himself, the matchless sacrifieo, I billion and a half of dollars, aud the
to tlie world,, that He miglit win the per capita cost J18.83, which is equivworld to a vital, organic nuiou with
Himself, An organization then, which lalent to 191.66 for each family of five
has Bucli a motto as liore declared is persons.
one in pnrpose witli tlie oburcli. As The per capita consumption of
the brain and tlie will direct the alcoholic drinks in general has in
hands aud the feet and they respond creased in nine years 21 4-6 per cent.,
in instant obedience, so Christ desires
that his slightest wish, as well as ot beer 18 4-6 per cent., of whiskey
cent, and of wine 100 per
His deepest purpose, be instantly fnlfllled by tlie members of His body, the cent.
These figures are in reality far less
cliuroli, and that He be thus crowned
indeed king, without a rival, over ominous than they appear on their
face.
every human heart. ,
There are some organizations with a The total expenditure of the nation
noble pnrpose, founded even upon for food and drink is eight times its
some principle of God’s Word, and total expenditures for stimulants,
liaviug fnauy elevating and inspiring abont 16 per cent, of the tothl expen
teaoliings, and aooomplisliiug much diture tor stimulants is for non-alcobenevolent and beneficent work which, liolio stimnlants, inoluding tea aud
nevertheless, hinder more than they coffee, aud the consumption ot tea
help the work ot the ohnroh. Men end coffee has increased more than
and women become absorbed in the twice as rapidly as the oonsamption
work of these societies aud find that of alcoholic drinks daring the last
tliey have neither time, strength nor nine years.
Americans are the greatest coffee
inclination for. the work of the
chnrcli. The lodge meeting crowds drinkers in the worla, and the oouout the prayer meeting; some office ot snmptiou of ooffee, it measured by
honor is more tempting than the low quantity instead of by cost, is con
ly positiou of Sunday school teacher, siderably greater than that of beer.
etc. And the oliuroh in many oom- The entire amount expended for aloomunities langnislies. Bat the lodge liolio stimulants would provide less
or the .sooiety which supplants her than a glass of beer a day for each
can never fill her place orv do her one of the population if it were exwork. Now the Woman’s Christian ■pended on beer.
'These are ornmbs ot comfort for the
Temperance Union does not bear to
tlie clinroh the relation of snpplanter, reformers -whose disapproval of stim
ulants is limited to those that contain
but ot supporter and able lieluer.
For instance: the church has come 'al-!oIiol. But to the reformers who
to a realization that the only hope iuveigh against all stimulants they
indeed.—Boston
for the world lies in the salvation of are disoonragiug
«
the children and young people; that Traveler.
the lessons of yontli are the ones
which remain in memory to the end
ZIEGLER’S GREAT ESTATE.
Of life. Mr. John B. Finch tells of
an occasion when he visited one of
New York, June 6.—^The -will of W.
the Insane Asylums of Now England,
aud asked to see a certain minister C. Ziegler, the patron of Ziegler Arctic
who was confined tliere. He had cxploration-s, shows the estate to bo
known the minister in Ills home as worth $30,000,000. After provision is
one of the best and truest of men, made for $50,000 aiimilty to Mrs.
wlio had lost his reason by prolonged Zeigler, together with the" use of the
overwork. The keeper said, “you Ziegler city and country homes, Hie
will not want to see ' him,” bnt Mr. residue of the estate is hwjueathed to
Finoli insisted, so' he was taken to Ziegler’s ad.opted son, who is now 14
tlie bedlam ward and into a cell y ears oJd, No provision is made for tlie
where he fonnd the man he songhoonfiued in a straight jacket to pret continuation of Arctic exploration.
vent him from injuring himself. As ITALY ON TD'IUvBY’S TRAIL.
they entered the room oaths as vile
/
and terrible as ever fell on hnman
Vienna,
June
6.—Die
-Zlet’s
Con
oar oame from the insane man’s lips.
Mr. Fiuoh turned qdickiy and said stantinople eorrespondent reltomtes
“I don’t want to stay any longer.’’ the story that the Italian government
When ontside he turned to the keeper has sent 10 warships to the coast of
and said, “How is this possible? Yemen, Arabia, aud refuses to ivithWhen I knew this man he was one of •draw until the Turkish government
the grandest Ohristians, pnre aud makes amends for the muifier In Yemen
noble in every .respeot. How can such of Italian subjects. This Turkey’s lack
oatlis come from him now?” Said of sovereignty in Yeme.ii makes Im
the keeper, “He learned to swear
when lie was a boy. Tho impressions possible, and the situation is considered
were made upon the brain at that grave.
preiod of life when the brain most
FINE GIFT TO PRESIDENT.
readily receives impressions. When
reason was dethroned, these early
Washington, June 6.—President
impressions became the rnling ones.”
“What a tearful illustration,” said Roosevelt was the recipient of a beau
the other, “of the power of early tiful equestrian statuette of himself as
training.” Now tiie ohnroh has colonel of the Rough Riders, which is
wakened at last., to the responsibility the Inteat of the works of Sculptor
of training the young in \yays of Macmonnles, The presentation' was
righteousness aud throngh her Sun made at the White House by Miss Janet
day soliools, her Junior sooieties aud Scudder of Now York, a pupil of Maethe like, she seeks to lay the right moiinles. The president expressed nls
fonudation for fntnre cliaraoter bnilaing. And at once her helper, tlie W. unfeigned pleasure over the gift.
O. T. U. comes forward with offers of
OROOK ON POLICE FORCE.
aid. The Uu’ou urges the ueoessity ot
I
not neglecting lessons of temperance
Philadelphia,
June
6.—Director
of
in the Sunday sohuol; slie bauds the
Sunday soliool pni.ils together into tlie Public Safety Potter yestevday discov
Loyal Temperance Legion; she lays ered that a policeman who was re
her hand upon the pnhlio sohoois as cently appointed had been arrested
even the chnroh oaunot, and oanses pnee for larceny, once for highway
Boientiflo temperanoe instrnotion to be robbery, four times tor breach of the
persistently and faithfully given. pence, three times for drunkenness, aud
Says one writer, “Our forefathers also served two years In prison tor as
were taught in their youth that sault aud battciry. He was imuiedlalcohol was a food; onr children shall ntely
dismissed.
now be taught that it is a destrnocive
enemy. And while the pnhlio sohool
is doing this there gather in tlie RACE OF COAL SOITOONERS.
oliurohes of America every Snnday
from twelve to fifteen millions of
Boston, June G.—An interesting ocean
Snnday sohool children, who are be race from the capes of the Chesupeaks
ing taught by nearly two millions of to this port between six of the fastest
Christian men and women, aud in
In the coastwise coal fleet
nine soliools ont of ten they are taught sebooueirs
that drunkeunes is a most damning was won by the six-master George W.
sin, aud that aloohol is not only the Wells of Bath, Me., which arrived in
enemy of nerve and brain but the the harbor early this morning. The
destroyer of the sonl as well. If the fleet left Cape Henry between 7 aud 0
saloon keeper will put his ear to the o’clock Friday morning. The Wellsj
ground be may hear not only the which got away in the lead, was ap
stumbling tread of a million drnuk- parently never headed, although the
ards staggering to their doom from run up the ooast was not made In very
under hii liaud, but the deeper tramp, fest time.
tramp, tramp, of these millions of
boys and girls who are coming to mausrrBiKV DiaposBD of.
liood and womanhood with a vow
deep and sacred in their hearts of
Fall River, Mass., June 6.—The Tex
nndying hatred to rum. And, praise
God, marching at the head of that tile counoil met lost evening and voted
prooessiou of American obildbood is to eceept the report of Qevemor Deugthe army of Ohristian mothers of iai as arfiTtrator of the strike of last
America mashalled under the banner year. This dlsposee of the strike end
of tlie Woman’s Christian Temperanoe ef the agitation.
The oouncil alee
Union, ronsei) to all the energy of a voted to aik the manufaoturera for a
mother’s love, to do battle for 'God conference on the entire Industrial sit
and Home and Native Land.’”
uation and will requaat an eai-ly bear
The ohurob seeks to rouse her lag- ing.

Chicago, June 6.—Corliellus P. Shea,
president of the International Brotherhwd of Teamsters and leader In the
strike which has existed in Chicago for
the Inet^two months, was arrested and
taken to jail last night. With him
on the Journey from the saloon in whl ;!i
he was arrested to the oflice of tie
sheriff, and then to the jail, was Hugh
McGee, president of the 'Truck Driv
ers’ union. Both men were taken Irto
custody on capiases .issued, on indictrments charging them with conspiracy,
which were voted' by the grand .lury
that adjourned laat Saturday night.
It was the understanding at the office
of Sheriff Barrett that Shea, who was
aware of the Indictment returned
against him, would appear at his oflice
during the day and give bonds. He
failed to do so, and Deputy Sheriffs
Wilson and Honan were sent after
him. After a short search Shea was
was tound In the rear room of a sa
loon. H-e was at once placed under
arrest and his temper commenced to
rise immediately.
"Why do you come for me at this
time?’’ he asked. “I suppose that you
intend to take me to Jail,” he said.
“That part of it rests with Sheriff
Barrett,” replied Deputy Wilson, and
the two deputies with Shea drove to
the office of Barrett In a cab. 'Two
other deputies followed ■with McGee,
who was also In the saloon.
iHardly had the party reached thq
sheriff’s oflice when Sheriff Barrett ar
rived. i'Hello Shea,” said the sheriff.
"I am the president of the national
organizaWon of the teamsters,” said
Shea. “Why are you noton the square?
We hever treated a fellow like this in
Bo9t0;n.”
“What do you mean by not ‘being on
the square?’ ” asked the sheriff.
“I mean that you have had these
capiases since Saturday and that they
have not been served upon us until
now,” said Shea.
“I was assured by your attorneys,”
said Barrett, “tJiat you and the rest
of the Indicted leaders would be
brought Into this oflice today and given
up. That Is why you -were not served.
You did not come and we went after
you.'
Shea lost his temper completely at
this point and denounced- the slierlff
and all his work in emphatic language.
He ■was told by the sheriff that he
would bo given all necessary time to
procure bondsmen, but that he would
be taken to Jail at once unless he mod
erated bis manner of talking.
“I would not mind going to jai!,”*
said Shea, “If it was not for i.ev.v
Mayer. He has directed your action
in this matter."
“I want j^>u to understand that not
another word must come from you re
garding Levy Mayer,” retorted tlie
sheriff. “I am sheriff and I am con
ducting this ofilce.”
Shea finally succeeded In reaching
his attorneys by telephone, and one of
them, Daniel Cnilce, came quickly to
the sheriff’s office. He and Shea com
menced to argue -with the sheriff about
the nnreasonableneca of taking Sheia
into custody at such a late hour and
the coDsequeot difficulty they would
liave in procurinff a bondsman. The
sheriff declared that be bad done noth
ing but bis duty and that the troqble
■was of their own making, because they
bad not appeared during Uie day.
Shea broke into vloient language and
the sheriff again warned him that he
would ha given but little time to pre
pare bonds if h& did not cease bis abu
sive language.
"I don’t know that even If you did
say that I should go to jail whethet
that would settle it,” replied Shea.
“I'll show you whether it would set
tle It,” said the .sheriff. Turning to
Deputies Honan and Wilson, he com
manded them to take ^ea to Jail Im
mediately.Shea saw that be bad gone too far,
and attempted to aay something to the
sheriff, but the deputies took him
quickly to the street, where they hailed
a enb smd took Mna to Jail. President
McGee followed- In another cab and In
another few minutes the men were In‘slde the Jail. Both were eearched, aocording to the usual custom, and were
then token to cells and locked up.
After being prisoners tor a little more
than two hours, both Shea and McGee
were reHeesed, their attorneys having
procured bond* which were approved
by Judge TuthdlL ‘
«0 TRAOB OF M’OORMIOK.
Mlddlebury, Vt, June 0.—Harry MoOormick, aged 20, who escaped from the
Addison county jail Wednesday,
where he was awaiting trial on a charge
of forgery, is still at large. It Is be
lieved here that the man has made liis
way tcrou New Hampshire and into
Malno,

OaUaHBD TO DEATH.
Qoliicy, Mass., June e^Dhnoso
bantlno, aged 81, woe Instantly killed
at the Fere Bivor Ship works wbilb
helping to nnhiad a 14-ton piece of madhinery from a freight car. The meehteety eiliped from the eklds, crqehIhg Labanttoo to death.

IN EFFECT JUNES, 1905.
PASSENGER

TRAINS LEAVE -WATER.
VILLE STATION.

GOING EAST.
1.23 a. m. dally for Banaor, Par Harbor, week
days for Bucksport, Ellsworth, O'd Town,
Vanceboro, Aroostook county, Washtnrion
* county, St John, St. Stephen and HHlllax.
UoOB not run beyond I’antor onSundayBcxcept to Bar II --rbor and Waabington Co. R. B.
S.26 n. ID. (Express da! y) with sleeping car for
Bangor, Calais and Bar Harbor.
6.00
a. m. for Skowliegan,
(mixed).
09 _ __
- .W..,.
'
''
7. a. m. for W*
Belfast,
Hartland,
Dexter, Dover
and Foicroft, Greenville and Bangor.
'
9.10 a. m. (m'xed) fur Belfast.
9.60 a. m. for Fairfield and Skowhegan.
0 62 a. m. for Bangor, Ellsworth, Bar Harbor
and Southwest Harbor.
10.(0 a. m. (Sundays only) for Bangor atd Bar
Harbor
10 06 a. m. (Sundays only) for Skowhegan.
1.86 p. m. (Express) for Bangor, Bar -Harbor, *
St. Stephen SI. John and Halifax, connects at
Newport for Moosebead LaM, at Bangor for
Wasblnaton Co. and B. % A.'ll. R.
3.20 p. m. for Btrgor, B -cksport, Bar Harbor,
Old Town a d Greenville. Daily to Bangor
and Bar Harbor.
4.15 p. m. fgir Belfast, Dover, Foxcroft, Ban; or,
011 Town, Grocnvillo and Matawamkeag.
4.10 p. m. for Fairfield and Skowhegan.
8.20 p. ni. for Skowhegan.

GOING WEST.

1.68a. m. dally for Portland and Boston.
6.60 a. m. for Portland via Lewiston.
O.Ou a. ni. for Barn, Rock and, Lewiston, Farm
ington, Portland, B''Bt''n,'White ttountalns,
Montrosl, Quebec, Buffalo and Chicago.
8 00 a. m. tor Oakla'd an I Bingham.
8.65 a. m. f rGikland, Farmington, Phillips,
Lewiston, Danville Junction and Portland.
8JI7 a. m dally f r Augusta, Lewiston, Port
land and B iston, connectlog at Portland week
days for Fnbyan- and LancISter.10.(>5a. Ill (Sundays only) for Augusta, Lewis
ton, Bath. PonUnd ana Btston, with parlor
car for Boston
12.25 ri. Ill, to- Oaklmd, Wlntbrop, Lewiston,
Portland an-I llostoo.
1.46 p. m. for Oakland
2Ji0 p. m. for Portland, Lewiston and Boston
via Augusta, North Conway, Fahyans, Mont
real, Buffalo ana Chicago.
2.35 p. m. for Oakland, Lewiston, Portland and
Bost'.u via Lewiston.
8.26 n. ni (Express) for Portland and Boston,
w Ith p rlor
rl<
ca- for Boston Connects at
Bfuiiswick fur Lewiston and Rocklaud.
J.tup. m. for Oakland n>d Somerset R. R.
5.20 p. m. dally Sundays liic udcd, tor Lewis
ton, Portland. Boston, and except Saturdays
tor Now York. Through parlor ear to Boston,
tlirnugli sleeping car to New Vork.
5.25 p. 111. (Sundays only) for Augusta, Bruns
wick and Portland.
6.35 p. ni. for Augusta and South Gardiner.
10.02 p. m. for Lewiston, Bath, Portland aud
Boston, via Augusta, with Pullman sleeping
car dally for Boston including Sundays.
Dally excursions for Falrfie-ld 10 cents; Oak
land, lOcents; Skowhega", ®l.00 round trip.
GE'r. IT. EVA S, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager.
V.E. BOOTHBY, Portland, Me., Geu’l Passen
ger & llcket Ageut.
KK.NNEBVC COUNTY.'in Probate Conr
at Augusta-in vacation May 26,1905
Dana P. Foster, Guardian of Helen M. Foster,
Phtlln Foster aud Donald Foster In saM
Counly, minors, having petitioned fpr license
to sell the following real estate of said wards,
the proceeds to bo placed on Interest, viz: All
the interest ot said wards In lano add dwelling
house bounded eubtcrly by Nash street; southerby land of G. F. Terry; westerly by land of
Burleigh heirs; northerly by land of one Kennlson, situated In said Watcrvillo:
Orubukd, That notice thereof be given three
we ks Buc-esslvelT prior to tho fourth Monday
of June next, li. tho Wat'rvUle Mali, a newspap-r printed in WstervlBe that all persons In
terested may attend at a Court of Probate then
to bo boldi-n at Augus a and show cause, If nuy,
why tlie prayer of said petltlau should not be
granted.
G. T. STEVENS, Judge.
attest: W. A.NEWCOM^. Regltter.
4-SW

A LIMIT TO LIFE INSURANCE. ’
Perhaps the moat senaational propositlon is that the insnranoe.oompanieB
be limited to- oarrying* insurance in
force to $1,000,000,000. This sugges
tion is born of the oonviotion that
the aocnmnlations by a few of the.
companies have become so vast that
the power inherent in them, concen
trated in tlie hands of a few, will be
come a menace to the repnblio. The
growth of some companies hhs been
so great in tlie past 10 years that the
two billion mark is being rapidly approaohed, if it has not already been
reached by one of them. Correspond
ing, if not greater, growth daring the
next 10 years is indicated.
The record of these oompanies
shows that their insnrance in, force,
their assets and their incomes have
more than doubled each decade.' In
1918, then, there will be $2,600,000,000
in insurance in foioe, half a billion
in invested securities and $200,000,000
of an^al Inoome in a single com
pany, with, two others running np
closely. SnOh vast aocnmnlations are
regard 3d oovetonsly by promoting
financiers. They seek their control
and there is danger in that control if
seonred. If in the hands of a few,
the possibilities will be sinister
enough. Diffused or divided among
many companies, control for improper
paruoses will be made difficult. A
halt should be called. And it can be
obtained by limiting the amount of
insnranoe a oomxiany may write.
All of these snggestions shonld be
converted into law by Congress and
national snpervision shonld supple
ment that of the state.—Brooklyn
Eagle.
MAINE CAN SYMPATHIZE WITH
HER.

A Mormon shrine, ^ it is said, is to
.be established in Vermont, a farm of
sixty-five aores, in a house on whioh
was born John Smith, founder,
prophet aud revelator of the Mormon
ohnroh, having been pnrohased for
that purnose. Maine, with its aggre-.^
gation of “Holy Ghost and Us”
freaXB, oan sympathize with. Vermont.

Letter to W. t1. K. Abbott.
Watorville, Maine.
Dear Sir: Devoe, $10 a year; leadand-oil, $22.
Mr. MoMnllin, late oashier of
Patapsoo National Bank, of Ellioott
City, Md.,'painted his house—Devoe
—in 1868. It wore 17 years at a cost
of less than $t0 a-year.
Mr. Harold Hardinge, the present
oashier painted bis bouse—three ooats
lead-and-oil—it wore six years, at a
cost of $22 a year. He then repainted
Devoe; said he wanted the paint that
cost least by the y^.
This is important ; snob oomparisons
are extremely rare. We know the
general fact, however.
The paint that goes farthest, wear*
longeet;always.
SSI Youre truly,
F.' W. DEVOE & CO.
F. S. W. B. Arnold & Co. sell onr
paint.

